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1) Key insights
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5 Key Insights
• The UK is the 6th most visited destination by 

international tourists but is losing market share.
• Built heritage, cultural heritage and contemporary 

culture are core to Britain’s offer, with shopping and 
watching sport popular activities.

• Britain is a vital cog in the global aviation network, but 
competitor destinations across Asia and the Middle 
East are investing heavily in expanding their own 
connectivity and aviation infrastructure.

• Tourists are increasingly demanding authentic 
experiences and are going the extra mile to find value 
for money; user generated web content underpins this 
trend.

• Outbound travel from countries in developing parts of 
the world is growing rapidly, but international travel is 
primarily intra-regional rather than inter-regional, so 
Western European markets continue to offer growth 
potential for Britain’s inbound visitor economy.
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2) tourism Opportunities & Challenges 2010

economics 
Economics is always there in the background determining prospects for
tourism, both in terms of demand (consumers’ propensity to spend
discretionary income on tourism) and supply (financial wellbeing of
tourism businesses) but over the recent past and near-term future the
role of economics has been and will continue to be in the foreground.

Waves of economic woe have swept across many parts of the world in
the past two years.  The credit-crunch morphed into a major financial
crisis in the summer of 2008, with the ‘real’ economy being hard hit by
the start of 2009 when, to use a phrase adopted at the time, the ‘crisis on
Wall Street hit Main Street’.  Governments worldwide injected huge
sums of money into the system to shore-up fragile financial institutions,
to support struggling motor manufacturers and to boost public spending
on capital projects.    

By late 2009 many economies around the world were edging out of
recession but with 2010 there dawned a new economic crisis.  With
private households and financial institutions all trying to rebuild their
balance sheets after a period of excessive (and some analysts suggesting
‘irresponsible’) borrowing the focus shifted to the burgeoning size of
many nations’ national debt.

With money markets starting to seriously doubt the ability of some
countries to repay interest on loans a rash of countries announced
austerity measures designed to lessen the threat of defaulting on loans in
the months and years ahead.  The focus of the crisis has centred on the
Eurozone, in particular a number of southern European countries;
Portugal, Italy, Greece and Spain.  Governments have been busily
increasing taxes, reducing spending on capital and welfare programmes,
and while not having a national debt crisis anything like that of Greece,
other Eurozone countries are also making significant cuts in spending, for
example in Germany and France.

In Asia, the Japanese government has said that the economy faces
collapse if urgent action is not taken to rein in spending and the new
coalition government in the UK announced wide-ranging measures in its
‘emergency budget’, including an increase in the rate of VAT to 20%
from January 2011.  In addition to increasing taxes, the government has
indicated that it is targeting a reduction in spending of as much as 25% by
the majority of government departments over the next few years.

The Office for Budget Responsibility estimates that the plans will lead to
600,000 fewer public sector jobs, but if the economy grows as forecast
the private sector will have more than compensated for this reduction
with a potential additional 1.3 million jobs in the wider economy by 2015
than is the case today.

The G20 Summit in Toronto in June 2010 concluded that nations did
indeed need to tackle national debt but that each could pursue its own
way of doing so; the US is widely believed to be less keen on significant
cuts in spending than are some European nations.  

economic Recovery
A number of economic pundits are concerned about the global economy
slipping back into recession as large-scale reductions in public spending
are introduced simultaneously by governments around the world.        

For the moment at least the airline industry is starting to see the benefits
of economic recovery with the International Air Transport Association
reporting that in May 2010 global air travel was back to the levels seen
just before the global economic crisis of summer 2008.  Encouragingly
for airlines some of the strongest growth has been in one of its most
lucrative markets, namely long-haul business travel, but the news is
somewhat less upbeat for European airlines which are seeing demand
rise at a much slower pace than is the case in Asia and the Middle East. 

If economic recovery flourishes despite public expenditure cuts then one
consequence is likely to be the price of oil heading back towards three-
figures which would dent airlines’ ability to head back towards
profitability.  The aviation sector has seen significant restructuring over
the past year or two, with the coming together of KLM and Air France
and a merger between British Airways and Iberia now almost certain to
be a reality by 2011.     

The global economic crisis had a very real impact on inbound business
tourism to the UK.  In the twelve months to July 2008 the UK welcomed
8.945 million inbound business visitors, whereas in the twelve months to
April 2010 the figure was 6.605 million, representing a decline of 26%.
By contrast over the same period the number of inbound holiday visitors
has increased by 1%. 

London remains a pre-eminent global city for ‘doing business’, but this
position is under threat not only from the recent economic downturn but
from the emergence of new business hubs in places such as Dubai,
Shanghai and Mumbai, although Dubai’s reputation took a knock in late
2009 with neighbouring Emirates needing to help ensure loans could be
repaid.    

Inbound tourism to the UK peaked in 2007 after a period of sustained
growth, but the number of visitors has declined in each year since then,
and is forecast by us to do so again in 2010.  A return to robust global
economic growth is something of a prerequisite for healthy growth in
inbound tourism to recommence.
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Key Insights
• The�global�economic�downturn�has�had�a�significant

impact�on�the�number�of�overseas�business�visitors
to�Britain,�while�austerity�measures�in�many
countries�pose�an�ongoing�risk�to�leisure�tourism.  

• Current�sterling�exchange�rates�offer�an�historic
opportunity�to�challenge�the�perception�that�Britain
is�an�expensive�destination�to�visit.

• Tourism�has�the�potential�to�support�an�additional
250,000�jobs�across�Britain�by�2020.��
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exchange Rates 
Exchange rates are intimately tied in with economic performance, and in
the past two years Britain has benefited (in terms of inbound holiday
tourism at least) from a weak pound, making Britain relatively more
affordable (particularly to Eurozone citizens), and foreign holidays
relatively more expensive for Britons.  The currency markets remain
rather volatile, with periodic rumours that the Eurozone may lose some of
its members if measures to bring down the size of national debt cannot
be fully delivered.  That said the bloc is set to grow at the start of 2011 as
Estonia becomes the 17th nation to adopt the currency.

With a clear roadmap for reducing UK national debt having been set out,
and with a growing expectation that an upswing in inflation will lead the
Bank of England to increase base rates sooner rather than later, the value
of sterling started to rise in the early summer of 2010, reaching its
strongest rate against the Euro for over eighteen months.  Nevertheless,
in historic terms sterling is still much more affordable to potential visitors
from the majority of inbound source markets than has been the case for
most of the past decade.  

tourism trends
Global tourism declined in 2009, with 40 million fewer international
tourist arrivals than in 2008 on the back of the global economic
slowdown, but the basic facts remain the same; as a destination Europe
accounts for roughly half of all international tourism, and four-fifths of
these trips are intra-European.  Asia Pacific is the fastest growing region
for inbound and outbound tourism in relative terms, but there is a long
way to go before volumes start reaching European levels, and what’s
more, nine-in-ten Asia Pacific international tourism trips are intra-regional
– the long-haul outbound market from this part of the world will become
increasingly important, but its role for British tourism should be seen in
the correct context.

Outbound markets often described as ‘mature’ can still offer huge
growth potential.  With the ongoing implementation of the Western
Hemisphere Travel Initiative in the US the proportion of US adults
owning a passport now stands at 33% (94.5 million) according to Donald
N Martin & Company, with figures from US authorities showing that in
the year to September 2009 11.9 million new or renewal passports were
issued.

It is hard to see any reversal of the trend towards more destinations
emerging on the radar, in the 1990s it was all about Prague and
Budapest, over the past decade it has been Marrakesh and Dubai and in
the years ahead Libya and India will grow in importance when thinking
about which destinations Britain is competing with for international, and
for that matter, domestic tourism. In 2009 most destinations saw a
decline in international tourist arrivals, but the list of some of those that
enjoyed growth (admittedly often from a low base) is telling; Turkey,
South Africa, Cuba, Peru, Cambodia, Bahrain, Montenegro and
Morocco.  

The increasing marketing ‘clout’ of more established players in trying to
attract inbound tourism represents a further threat, with the likes of
Tourism Ireland and Tourism Australia having invested heavily in
marketing.

Access
Access issues will remain to the fore, despite a recent reversal of a well
established trend for growth in air travel, once the current economic
cycle moves into the ‘up phase’ demand for air travel looks set to grow
further.

Britain remains a key player in the global web of air routes with no fewer
than 1,400 point-to-point international scheduled air routes linking the
UK to the rest of the world in 2009 according to the CAA.   The reliance
of many sectors of the UK economy on air travel was highlighted by the
six-day airspace closure due to volcanic ash in April 2010.

The coalition government has made it clear that it does not support the
construction of any new runways in South East England, instead
preferring to back the development of High Speed Rail.  A decision on
changing Air Passenger Duty to a ‘per plane’ tax based on environmental
considerations (such as type of aircraft, distance being flown) is due in
the autumn of 2010.

The European Union intends for airlines to be included in an Emissions
Trading Scheme, initially covering just intra-EU flights, by the end of
2012.  There is some uncertainty as to how this will impact on other
forms of departure tax being charged by individual EU governments.

Britain faces stiff competition in terms of remaining a global hub for
aviation and not just from other European countries.  Dubai’s new
international airport opened for limited cargo flights in June 2010 and is
due to host its first passenger flight in the spring of 2011.   Eventually the
facility will have five runways and four terminals capable of handling 160
million passengers per annum; by contrast Heathrow handled 67 million
passengers in 2008. 

2) tourism Opportunities & Challenges 2010 (cont.)
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Visas
Visas are required by only a minority of our visitors, but those visitors do
live in countries where outbound travel is gaining pace, for example India
and China. The fact that the UK remains outside the Schengen area, has
higher visa prices than the Schengen bloc, and is at the forefront of
introducing biometric application processes, all represent definite
competitive disadvantages.  The cost of a short-term visitor visa for the UK
was increased to £68 in April 2010.

In 2009 citizens of a number of countries who had not previously been
required to obtain a visa to visit Britain found that this situation had
changed.  The most significant country whose residents now require a visa
to visit Britain is South Africa.    

Inter-regional travel
Many inbound visitors are not aware how easily, affordably, or quickly,
they can travel around Britain, this is one of the barriers to be overcome
before a larger proportion of inbound long-haul visitors venture outside of
London.

socio-Demographics
Socio-demographics change less quickly than the economic context in
which tourism takes place, but ageing of the UK population, and that of
many of our most valuable inbound markets, will continue in the coming
years.  Aligned to this trend is the fact that more older people are keeping
active and wanting to travel internationally well into their seventies or even
eighties, a proportion of this cohort will have additional needs due to
disability.

Ethnic and cultural diversity has never been stronger in the UK, but the
rapid growth in immigration from Eastern Europe is evidently slowing, and
may, as our economy slows while those of Eastern Europe strengthen, go
into reverse. The trend towards Polish immigrants returning home has
implications on a number of levels; Eastern Europeans have been an
increasingly vital source of labour supply to the UK tourism sector, be this
for frontline staff working on hotel reception, cleaners, plumbers or
electricians. The cost of labour has been kept low, and productivity high,
by virtue of the influx of economic migrants.

Filling vacant posts with suitably skilled personnel may become more
challenging, or at least costly, if there is widespread emigration back to
Eastern Europe.  Next, there is the fact that with an estimated 550,000 A12
country nationals having settled in Britain this has been one of the main
locomotives of growth in the inbound visiting friends and relatives market
from Eastern Europe over the past few years. Fewer Eastern Europeans
living and working in Britain are likely to lead to fewer genuine tourist visits
from these markets.

The coalition government has announced a temporary cap on the number
of skilled workers from outside the UK allowed to enter the UK through to
April 2011 when a permanent annual cap will be set.  A number of tourism
bodies have expressed concerns that this may have implications, for
example, impacting the number of qualified chefs available to Indian
restaurants.

Intergenerational�Travel
Intergenerational travel means that tourism businesses need to increasingly
cater for, and tourist boards market to, grandparents travelling with
grandchildren.  The family unit is further evolving, with delayed family
formation meaning that parents are often in their thirties or forties when
going on holiday with small children, thereby changing the type and cost
of ‘family’ holiday undertaken.

Groups of friends are not the only non-family travel groups, with ‘affinity
groups’ emerging, whereby groups of people with either a similar interest,
or desire to share the ‘holiday experience’ travel together with the trip
potentially being the first time they will have ever met.

Events
Events will continue to provide a hook for reaching new potential visitors in
the next few years, most notably the build up to the London 2012 Olympic
and Paralympic Games, but towards the end of the period also the
Glasgow Commonwealth Games. Rightly much of our focus is on ‘mega
events’, but for many visitors to Britain more ‘routine’ sporting events are
the hook that brings them on a visit to Britain, be this the Cheltenham Gold
Cup, an FA Premier League match, Ashes series or Wimbledon.

2) tourism Opportunities & Challenges 2010 (cont.)
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Technology
Technology will continue to shape the way customers are inspired to visit a
destination, how they book travel, how they experience the destination
and, perhaps of most importance, how they tell the world about their trip.
User Generated Content is here to stay and will likely seep into other
dimensions of the holiday experience, moving beyond posting comments
about accommodation to uploading videos of attractions, restaurants, etc.
Increasingly it is possibly to download tourism related ‘apps’ to mobile
phones, enabling visitors to track down local services that are of interest to
them.

Living of life through a screen will increasingly be a term that can be
applied not only to ‘youth’ cohorts but to all age groups.  More and more
consumers owning multi-functional hand-held devices through which they
communicate, plan leisure activities, make purchases, take photographs,
view websites and even check-in for flights – once again though we need
to recognise that not all inbound markets will be at the same point along
the tech-savvy curve in terms of adoption, trust in, and usage of devices.

Geopolitics
Geopolitical events will continually shape the environment in which
tourism takes place, with for example, ongoing tensions in the Middle East
centred on Iran’s alleged attempts to develop nuclear weapons posing a
risk to international tourism in some parts of the world in the next year or
two.

Over the past year we have seen initial introduction of body-scanners at
some UK airports in response to the alleged terror attack above Detroit on
Christmas Day 2009 and there is an ongoing need to ensure that security
measures are implemented in ways that minimise impact on the time it
takes visitors to get from check-in through to their departure gate.  

Now something of a distant memory the world did see a pandemic in 2009,
though thankfully its spread and severity was considerably less than had
been feared in the initial outbreak of the H1N1 virus in Mexico.  While
having had limited impact on tourism flows, health risks remain a potential
threat to international tourism with the World Health Organisation
reporting that during the first half of 2010 the world saw 31 human cases of
H5N1 ‘avian flu’, of which 13 were fatal.  

For British tourism another important geopolitical consideration in the
coming years will be the degree to which negotiations for Turkey’s entry
into the EU family are successful.  Meanwhile, the Chinese authorities have
been increasingly willing to allow their citizens to travel abroad, but we
should not assume that outbound travel will be allowed to develop free
from all state-imposed restrictions in the future.

Strengths�and�Weaknesses�
Our strengths and our weaknesses, perceived or real, matter.  Perceptions
of Britain around the world remain on the whole favourable, with results
from the 2009 Anholt-GfK Nations Brand Index revealing that the UK is
ranked fourth in terms of a holistic nation brand, behind the USA, France
and Germany.  Tourism, and, importantly, our cultural assets are definite
strengths, but one area where there remains scope to improve our
performance is perception of Welcome, where we fall 13th out of 50.
Education is another definite strength, with UK universities being a popular
choice for foreign students, attracting around 50,000 overseas born
entrants per annum.  We must maximise the opportunity that this inflow of
foreign visitors provides to boost current and future tourism prospects, but
also recognise the increasing challenge from other destinations, both for
long-term study and for shorter courses such as learning English as a
foreign language.

Research findings from both the Nations Brand Index and TNS confirm that
key perceived weaknesses are ‘value for money’ and the variable quality of
accommodation stock in the UK, although this perception may belie the
fact that an increasing proportion of stock is quality assessed and offers
great value for money.  Campaigns such as those run by us across Europe
and the USA in 2009 to drill home the message that Britain had never been
better value for money courtesy of changing exchange rates has helped to
nudge perceptions of expensiveness in the right direction, but there is still
some way to go.   

Perceived, and indeed very real, strengths of Britain’s tourism offer include
our cultural heritage, built heritage, contemporary culture and, to a lesser
extent, countryside.  Britain was ranked 4th out of 50 nations for our built
heritage, vibrant city life and contemporary culture in the 2009 Nations
Brand Index Survey, ranked 7th for our cultural heritage and 8th for our
sporting prowess.  Surprisingly the UK was ranked just 24th in terms of
‘natural beauty’ demonstrating that for many potential inbound visitors
there is an opportunity to showcase our landscape offering more actively.

Unforeseen events
Unforeseen events are by their very nature tricky to pin down in terms of
when they will occur and what impact they will have, but one thing is
assured, there will be events that impact on global tourism, and almost
certainly tourism to and within Britain, over the next few years.   There
could be no better example of this than the cloud of volcanic ash that
disrupted air traffic to the UK and much of Europe for a number of days
during April and May 2010.  Analysis conducted for VisitBritain by Oxford
Economics indicates that the net impact on the UK tourism economy was a
loss of £425m (after having allowed for deferred travel, modal switching,
domestic substitution and spend by stranded visitors). 

Growth Potential
Over the next decade the UK tourism economy has the potential to grow.
Recent analysis by Deloitte and Oxford Economics has indicated that the
worth of the wider visitor economy could grow by 35% in real terms by
2020 given the right support, accounting for 8.8% of all economic activity
in the UK.  This would mean tourism either directly or indirectly supporting
2.9 million jobs in 2020, that’s 250,000 more than is the case today.

2) tourism Opportunities & Challenges 2010 (cont.)
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3) Consumer trends 

Urbany
Urban culture is the culture of today. A century ago less than 5% of the
world’s population lived in cities. In 2008, the figure exceeded 50%. In
the last two decades alone, the urban population of the developing world
has grown by an average of 3 million people per week. By 2050, it will
have reached 70%, representing 6.4 billion people. Most of this growth
will be taking place in developing regions. (Source: the Global Report on
Human Settlements 2009) 

As a result of this urbanisation, consumers will become even more
sophisticated and demanding super-wired urbanites snap up  ‘daring’
goods, services, experiences, campaigns and conversations. 

Urban Pride is a sub trend relating to “Urbany”. City inhabitants’
identities will be closely tied to a city's culture, its brand, its heritage, its
'being'.  A good example of this is certain ATMs in East London that allow
people to opt to have their prompts and options given to them in
Cockney rhyming slang. (Source: Trendwatching.com)

now-ism
Consumers’ lust for instant gratification is being satisfied by a host of
novel, important real-time products, services and experiences.
Consumers are frantically contributing to real-time content and as a
result, brands and companies are having to join in and ensure they
provide real time information. Some of this demand for instant
gratification has been driven by the online world as the word ‘digital' has
become synonymous with the word 'instant'. Furthermore, if something
digital/online is too slow, too cumbersome, poorly written, or too boring,
a substitute is only a search term and a click away, meaning that
consumers in a second can find something else that is relevant or of
interest to them. 

Another facet of nowism is experiences that focus on living in the now
rather than the future.  This lust to collect as many experiences and
stories as soon as possible, is addictive. Travel is a good example, as it is
seen more as a basic consumer need than a luxury. It’s about
detachment, fragmented ownership or no ownership at all, trying out
new things, escaping commitment and obligations, dropping formality,
and of course collecting endless new experiences. 
(Source: Trendwatching.com)

Authenticity and Immersion
In consumers’ continued search for meaning in their lives, the trend for
authenticity refers to the search for something real, original or authentic.
Although this is something that humans have aspired to over the years,
research by the Future Foundation has identified a resurgence of interest
in seeking out the authentic. This can be in a product, a service or an
experience, as well as looking for a sense of it within themselves.  

This has always been something the older generations and the more
upmarket younger consumers have had a particular interest in, but it is
now mainstream. Consumers need emotional satisfaction from their
holidays. 

Consumers have moved away from wanting a service to wanting an
experience and will choose their holiday on the basis of how ‘real’ or how
authentic it feels.  Does this holiday allow them to experience the ‘real’
Britain or are they being offered a packaged tourist experience that they
may view as less authentic. For a holiday experience to feel authentic it
also has to avoid high tourist density, so it is important that consumers
are offered enough choice away from the mainstream activities and
experiences to avoid these quickly becoming tourist hotspots in
themselves.

VisitBritain research shows that a desire for ‘immersing themselves in the
culture of the country they are visiting’ is a key requirement for holiday
makers, however we know there is still a strong ‘tick-off’ mentality in
some markets – notably China where the desire to show off is greater
than the desire to go deep. 

Me-ism
Consumers are transforming themselves like brands – revising the
presentation of themselves and what they offer online and in the real
world. They can do this through what they wear, what they know and
have learnt. Consumption is still about defining yourself through what
you buy, in terms of sending out signals to others, but along the way it
has become more personal.  

Consumers care less about brands. They want self-focused content but it
will now be more up to them to embody a story with what they consume.
Buying niche brands means they can't rely on products or services to
provide them with that instant recognition from their peers. The 'mass'
that consumers are willing to put up with is typically made up of products
they don't really care about (and can get for less). 

The idea of the person as a product ties in with the current stress away
from the group and on individuality.  “Me as a brand” is not only but
largely an online phenomenon as so many fellow consumers, potential
partners and increasingly company brands we communicate with are
online, while every posting and blog comment is glued onto our online
personas. (Source: Trendwatching.com)

self - Development is Back
The economic downturn has meant that millions of consumers now
recognise lifelong training i.e. constant rebranding is a fact of life and are
going for “edutainment” offerings (personalised and playful learning
tools). Consumers in emerging markets are exploiting a wide range of
self-development tools in order to learn, earn, and achieve the
aspirational lifestyle they desire.

Fragmented Consumer
The digital age has become so ingrained in life that consumers don’t
even notice it anymore. It has also meant that consumers can now be
many things all at once or have different ‘identities’. Social media to a
certain extend has largely fuelled this multiple identities in that people
are consciously constructing different faces or identities dependant on
the situation or the role they are playing at the time. For example a
singleton could be a mother, a manager, a single working mother, a
friend, a yoga teacher, a volunteer and so on. In each of these ‘roles’ a
person could decided to display different elements of their personality
which in turn makes things increasingly hard for brands or products as
are they marketing to a multi faceted consumer. Brands will need to
move away from traditional segmentation models and look for areas of
universally or commonality.  (Source: Flamingo-International.)
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Key Insights
• Tourists�are�increasingly�demanding�authentic

experiences�and�are�going�the�extra�mile�to�find
value�for�money;�user�generated�web�content
underpins�this�trend.

• Mobile�technology�will�continue�to�dominate�and
we�will�see�it�become�faster,�more�affordable�and
be�able�to�access�almost�everything.�This�will�be�to
the�detriment�of�traditional�media.�

•‘Sustainability’�has�taken�a�back�seat�during�the
global�economic�downturn�but�governments,
businesses�and�consumers�are�all�reacting�to�the
growing�need�to�respond�to�the�challenge�of�climate
change.����



3) Consumer trends: economic Downturn

Resilience
Mintel tell us that they expect consumers to demonstrate resilience
towards the economic downturn - an ability to recover from and adjust to
any misfortune or change brought on by it. People will face the future
with better attitudes and strengthened resolve, learning new skills like
cooking, meal planning and DIY repair to cope with the “New Economy”.
Already, more people are cooking from scratch more often and own
home improvements are back on the rise again to save money.
Businesses that harness consumers’ new resilient, education-driven
mentality will benefit.

Is the Recession Really over?
Economic issues remain top of mind and although the economists tell us
we are out of the recession, consumers remain sceptical. Unemployment
statistics tell the real story of real people who no longer have regardless
of rising equity markets. Value is of top priority to consumers and this not
only includes value messaging but also product differentiation for their
good value product. 

Deal or no Deal
Related to the previous trend, pricing is the name of the game.
Consumers are not willing to pay full price for anything and are prepared
to put in legwork to get a good deal. Consumers are calling the shots and
are even prepared to enter stand-offs with retailers to get what they
want.  In 2009 deals were common place but this is not sustainable going
forward. Trendwatching.com believes that brands will start talking to
consumers differently – in a way that fits with this mentality of seeking
the best deal. However there is also a risk for brands as offering
promotions for too long or too consistently can work against the brand
and ‘cheapen’ it to some degree. 

Stability
The past year left its mark in that consumers are shying away from the
spending binges of the past few decades and finding that moderation
and preparation are possibilities. As people accept the economy as it is
now and embark on more balanced spending, they’ll also stabilise other
areas of their lives and habits (i.e in food, diet, beauty). Brands need to
capitalise on this by giving consumers multiple product options at
different price and benefit levels. Source: Mintel

Robbing Peter to Pay Paul
Consumers are seeking to save money on items, without compromising
quality, only in order to spend on something else. Through seeking
deals, consumers reward themselves by spending the money they’ve
saved on something else – this ‘extra cash’ is seen as being ‘free’.
Consumers will continue to be savvy shoppers but we may see, that the
money saved is just an opportunity to get more. Source: Green Light

escapism and Recession Fatigue
The recession has meant economising and scaling back on previously
normal treats and experiences. While consumers have become
accustomed to staycations, small indulgences and cooking at home,
Mintel predicts they’ll start occasionally breaking free from the tyranny of
value in 2010. Escapism will resonate both in and outside the home as
consumers splurge on big purchases. 

Consumers have become fascinated with “happy endings”.  We only
need to look at the popularity of things in the media whereby the
traditionally unexpected gets a happy ending. For example vampire
films, celebrity TV, reality TV and so on are all part of this hunger for
happiness that lingers within recession-fatigued consumers.  This
happiness quest is global. Think of the joyful consumer reactions to
'spontaneous' flash mobs (a group of people who gather suddenly at a
predetermined time in a public place to dance or play out another
unexpected activity).

Savvy consumers in advanced economies know the difference between
brands who want to sell happiness and brands that want to facilitate it,
and they will endorse those brands that help them find and create
happiness within themselves. Values that cannot be bought such as
family, love, and friendship are very much at the forefront. This provides
a challenge for companies to capture such emotions in their products.
Brands would do well to associate themselves with something carefree,
possibly to the extent that it makes people “feel like a child again”.

(Note: All of the above trends are sourced from Trendwatching.com)
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3) Consumer trends: Media 

Mobile is Here to stay
The personal computer is running out of power, so to speak. Who wants
to lug a laptop everywhere now that people have mobile technologies
such as the iPhone, Blackberry and other smart phones?  Increased use
of smartphones will lead to new users habits dominated by local
information, providing a new exciting (and at the same time – terrifying)
bridge between the “real” and the “virtual”. 

iPhone owners are much more likely to consume wireless broadband
internet and after 2 billion downloads of applications from iPhone apps
stores, consumers are voting that they want internet where they are, not
where the PC happens to be. 

Apps will continue to be hot as consumer goods. Netbooks will be
replaced by cheaper notebooks and smartphones. Video (together with
3D and games) will take bigger steps in replacing traditional television as
the main entertainment platform.

A report by Morgan Stanley predicts that 2010 will see mobile
technology become:
• More connected
• Faster
• More affordable
• Better battery life
• More interactive and fun
• Easier to use
• Access nearly everything

Traditional�Media�Needs�to�Reinvent�Itself
Traditional media as we know it is on the way out. We only have two
eyes and 24 hours in our days. We are spending more and more time on
smart phones and using social media. With all the time  being spent on
them something has to give. Unfortunately, it is traditional media. Expect
to see more newspapers, magazines, music companies, advertising
agencies, book publishers, book and music stores disappear, restructure,
or seek new business models.  

Crowdsourcing
The power of groups, the clout that crowds can exercise to get what they
want, is nothing new and neither is crowdsourcing. What is new,
however, is the dizzying ease with which like-minded, action-ready
citizens and consumers can now go online and connect, group and
ultimately exert influence on a global scale.

It has been used by artists and writers for years. It was famously used by
a pair of Russian artists in the 1990’s to create the most and least desired
paintings. Today social media and other networking tools have allowed
crowdsourcing to develop even further as a tool for inspiration and
collaboration. It plays to a person’s  individuality as like minded
individuals are likely to be attracted to similar crowdsourcing
opportunities, creating an acceptable outcome that feels personal to each
individual.  
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3) Consumer trends: Health

Health steps Up
Health is no longer about just exercise but about empowerment of self
treatment and exploring new medical techniques. Spa visits, spiritual
fulfilment, social tourism involving volunteering, medical tourism and
assorted therapies such as pet therapy, anti-stress therapy, anti-obesity
retreats and life quality evaluation form part of an extending 'long tale' of
wellness treatments. Wellness has become more than just a trend - it has
become a need.

An interesting development of the convergence of wellbeing is the 
example of the Longevity Wellness Resort in the Algarve. Alongside a
spa are services such as blood profiling, and food intolerance analysis.
The commercial impact of consumer interest in health and wellness
will continue to grow, both in terms of services (such as the exercise
industry) and in terms of products (healthy eating, diet and organic
food). Consumers in advanced economies are increasingly trying to
balance indulgence with healthy consumption.

Many national and local government policymakers around the world are
encouraging the exploitation of consumer interest in wellness and
lengthier medical tourism visits. Consumers' own content on blogs such
as the eco-tourism-themed yourtravel choice.org confirms that wellness
is high on tourists' priorities.

In 2009 an estimated 50,000 overseas visitors came to Britain for medical
treatment according to the International Passenger Survey.  These visits
generated an estimated £60m of spending, indicating that those who
travel to Britain for medical treatment spend on average £1,200 during
their trip, more than double the amount spent by the average inbound
visitor.  Visitors from the Middle East account for more than 50% of
spending by visitors who come to Britain for medical treatment.
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3) Consumer trends: Luxury

High�Net�Worth�Individuals
According to the latest Capgemini and Merrill Lynch ‘World Wealth
Report’, there were 10 million High Net Worth Individuals (HNWI) in
2009 (that is someone with ‘investable assets of US$1 million or more,
excluding primary residence, collectibles, consumables, and consumer
durables’).  This represents an increase of 17% on the 2008 number, but
remains slightly down on the 2007 position prior to the global economic
downturn.

The USA was home to the most HNWIs in 2009 with 2.9 million,
followed by Japan (1.7 million) and Germany (0.9 million).  Between
them the top three countries account for over half of all HNWIs
worldwide.

For the very first time there were as many HNWIs to be found in Asia-
Pacific as in Europe in 2009, demonstrating clearly the changing global
economic landscape.  Thanks to continued healthy economic growth the
number of HNWIs in China ended 2009 just a shade below the half
million mark.  This makes China home to the fourth highest number of
HNWIs and on current trends within a few years China could well be
among the top three.

Looking at the other ‘BRIC’ countries, Brazil was home to 147,000
HNWIs, India 127,000 and Russia 118,000 in 2009. 

Anything�Goes�
Luxury has become what the consumer wants it to be.  As luxury is
connected to scarcity and as scarcity is in the eye of the beholder,
especially those beholders who are desperately trying to be unique.
Nowadays, there are also so many more ways to be unique than just
buying the biggest and the most expensive, this presents some
interesting opportunities for the luxury sector moving forward. 

Additionally, many consumers now associate ostentatious consumption
with the corporate greed that they blame for the downturn and this is
seen as a consumer trend that will endure. For example in Japan a new
breed of  fashionistas are steering away from luxury brands in favour of
second hand ones. 

Bling�is�Back
Brands like Armani and LVMH have traditionally focussed on
understated luxury to cater to European and Japanese tastes. However,
it is new money from China, India, Middle East, and Russia that is driving
luxury consumption and they like to show off their wealth in every way
possible.  Source: London Business School

Affordable Luxury
Millions of newly established middle class consumers, particularly in
India and China, are sampling 'affordable' luxury via self-treating on 'entry
level' luxury products. A slice of luxury could be a short spa treatment,
luxury pet foods or chocolates which in themselves don't signify a luxury
lifestyle. 

While Western consumers can be expected to take small and tentative
steps back into the luxury industry, Asian consumers are embracing
luxury in a way that was previously only found in the Middle East. The
BRICs and other developing economies are breeding grounds for
emerging middle classes that are drawn to the consumption of high-end
goods in their more traditional, 'blingtastic' sense. With BRIC and many
developing economies more buoyant, millions more people have
discovered the delights of shopping as entertainment, and consumption
as identity rather than necessity. 
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Ageing Global Population
The phenomenon of high-spending ‘baby-boomers’ is well developed in
countries like USA and Japan but it’s a global phenomenon and it is
expanding into all markets. In future there will be a much greater
percentage of older travellers versus younger. 

Improvements in life expectancy, general health in old age and a greater
desire to remain active in later life are all big positives for tourism
prospects in the years to come, as a new cohort of retirees look at ways
of spending their newfound leisure time. However, to what extent will
pensions, be capable of funding the lifestyle that this group would like to
enjoy?

Despite general global aging, other demographic trends may influence
tourism in the next decade, e.g. increased ‘inter-generational’ travel
whereby grandparents take their grandchildren on holiday, more older
‘singles’ due to higher rates of divorce, and more ‘same sex’ couples, all
with their own distinct requirements from tourism businesses.

As older people are ever less inclined to be sedentary during retirement a
further factor that will grow in importance for the tourism industry will be
ever-growing numbers of old people with disabilities, even if those
concerned do not view an impairment as a disability as such. It is
extremely likely that a larger proportion of customers will need some
form of assistance in the years ahead, not just ‘step free access’, but
facilities and attitudes that aid independently minded older customers
with mobility, eyesight or hearing difficulties to travel independently.

The stereotypical holiday unit (mum, dad, two children) will still exist in a
decade’s time, but so too will many other types of travelling unit, the
tourism industry will need to respond to a changing society, but how
responsive will the attitudes among owners of many micro-businesses
be? 

Both older and younger generations are likely to be typified by a growing
desire for ‘experiences’, and one potential consequence is that more
people will take ‘gap years’, not just at the traditional pre or post
university phase, but potentially mid or post career. What opportunities
does this offer the tourism industry – either through the creation of
potential customers or a potential pool of volunteers/recruits?

We should be in no doubt then that the potential pool of international
tourists will be characterised by a growing dominance of older age
groups in the decades to come. A few of the implications for tourism
businesses include the growing trend for grandparents to take their
grandchildren on holiday, a growing potential customer base with plenty
of leisure time, and if pension time bombs don’t explode in developed
countries, disposable income.

It is not just the demand side that tourism businesses need consider in
terms of an ageing population. We will see a growing pool of skilled
workers in their 60s and 70s choosing to (or sometimes due to financial
pressures having to) remain in employment beyond the traditional age of
retirement, presenting both a challenge, but equally a unique
opportunity to tap into a wealth of experience, most notably a level of
experience of international travel never previously found among these
age groups.

Global Population trends
According to the US Census Bureau the world population increased from
3 billion in 1959 to 6 billion by 1999, a doubling that occurred over 40
years. The Census Bureau's latest projections imply that population
growth will continue into the 21st century, although more slowly.  The
world population is projected to grow from 6 billion in 1999 to 9 billion
by 2044, an increase of 50 percent that is expected to require 45 years.
The total population alive in 2010 is estimated to be 6.85 billion.

The world population growth rate rose from about 1.5 % per year from
1950-51 to a peak of over 2 percent in the early 1960s due to reductions
in mortality. Growth rates thereafter started to decline due to rising age
at marriage as well as increasing availability and use of effective
contraceptive methods.  The annual world population growth rate is
forecast to fall to below 1 percent by 2020 and 0.5 percent by 2050.

In 2010 56% of the world’s population is estimated to be living in Asia,
with 12% in Sub-Saharan Africa and 9% in Latin America and the
Caribbean.  Western Europe is home to 6% of the world’s population and
Northern America 5%.

The proportion of the world’s population in Asia is set to see a gradual
decline, reaching 54.1% in 2030 and 51.0% in 2050.  The region of the
world projected to see the fastest growth in its share of global population
is Sub-Saharan Africa, with an increase to 16.0% in 2030 and 20.4% in
2050.

Western Europe is set to be home to 5.1% of the world’s population in
2030 and 4.4% in 2050, while Northern America will see its share remain
at around 5.0% through to 2050. 

In 2010 26.5% of the world’s population is estimated to be aged 0-14, but
the relative number of under 15s is projected to fall to 22.8% by 2030 and
20.6% in 2050.  The proportion of population aged 15-64 is expected to
remain steady between 2010 and 2030 at about 65%, but is projected to
fall to 62.7% by 2050.  The proportion aged 65+ is projected to increase
from 7.8% in 2010 to 12.0% in 2030 and further to 16.7% in 2050.

In Asia one-in-four people are estimated to be aged under 15 at present,
but this proportion is forecast to fall to one-in-five by 2030 and one-in-six
by 2050.  Currently just 7% of the population is aged 65+ but this is
projected to increase to 12.3% in 2030 and 19.1% in 2050.  

In Latin America and the Caribbean the share of the population aged 0-
14 is set to fall from 27.9% to 21.8% in 2030 and 18.2% in 2050, while the
share aged 65+ is set to increase from 6.8% today to 11.8% in 2030 and
18.3% in 2050.

For Northern America the share of the population aged 0-14 is forecast to
remain stable at around 19% from now through to 2050.  By contrast the
proportion aged 65+ is forecast to increase from 13.2% at present to
19.8% in 2030, followed by a greater degree of stability with a further
small increase to 20.7% in 2050.

In Western Europe 15.7% of the population is estimated to be aged 0-14
at present, with this share projected to see a slight decline to 14.5% in
2030 and 14.2% in 2050.  The share of the population aged 65+ is
currently 18.0% and this is expected to rise to 24.2% in 2030 and 28.1%
in 2050.   

3) Consumer trends: Demographics
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A singles society 
Singles are grouping together around shared interests and friendships
(where word of mouth and the social networking are key) – and an
individual can belong to several ‘tribes’ across a diversity of interests.
(This relates to the consumer trend of fragmentation).  
However, importantly, it is about an INDIVIDUALLITY in a group, not a
GROUP. This is a growing trend in travel, where individuals travel to
meet up with a group of like-minded individuals for a shared interest.

For SENIOR singles, it can be about new beginnings – as there are many
people becoming single later in life (not just remaining single for longer/
choosing not to have kids). Even with new partners, there is a trend
towards ‘living apart together’ relationships. 

In terms of the Middle aged the Times newspaper tells us that “Middle-
aged people don't get old anymore”. They try to make midlife go on by
expanding their lifestyle and extending their midlife values for as long as
possible. Many “middle youth” have also taken up new careers, new
hobbies and, sometimes, new spouses and families in their 40s and 50s.
In many cases there is a  real liberation and an almost obsessive focus on
ME – and WHAT I WANT FROM LIFE.  

A Demographic time Bomb?
Throughout much of the developed world there is a trend towards
having fewer children and combined with increasing life expectancy
fundamental demographic shifts are underway. From the tourism
perspective the issue is whether all the additional older tourists of
tomorrow will enjoy a standard of living equivalent of that customary for
pensioners in many developed nations today.

It looks highly probable that in order to have a healthy pension today’s
‘thirty somethings’ will be working until they are approaching seventy
years of age. We cannot assume that just because people will be living
longer in the future they will have more retirement time during which to
travel the world, or that their pension will match their expectations.

Inter-Generational travel
The classic travelling group is no longer Mum, Dad and 2.4 children. We
see Mother and Daughter travel (in Japan especially), and Grandparent /
Grandchild travel. Operators are springing up to fill the gaps in the
market (e.g. ‘Grandtravel’ in USA). Additionally, many couples leave
their children with grandparents while they go on a couple’s holiday /
short break –  so those who have dependent children don’t necessarily
travel with them.

The rise of the vertical family (often single parents travelling with parents
and / or grandparents) means  that three or more generations of family
could holiday together. This change in the structure of family travel has
implications for accommodation and the pricing of holidays - more
flexible packages will be needed.

3) Consumer trends: Demographics (cont.)
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Britain’s Youngest and oldest visitors
Out of all visitors to the UK, the proportion of 16-24s has gradually been
decreasing over the years, which can largely be attributed to the aging
population of many key inbound markets.  In 1994, 16% of visitors to
Britain were aged 16-24.  Fifteen years later, in 2009, the proportion had
fallen to 12%.  In contrast, the proportion aged 55+ rose from 13% to 18%
over the same period.  So what more can we learn about youths and
seniors?

16-24 - “the Juniors”
Britain welcomed 3.7 million inbound visitors aged 16 to 24 in 2009, with
these visitors directly contributing £2.4bn to the UK’s visitor economy.

In 2009, 51% of visits by 16-24s were for holiday purposes.  A further
26% were to visit friends or relatives, 8% for short-term study, and 5% for
business. 

Trip duration varies by journey purpose, with the bulk of holiday visitors
aged 16-24 staying between one and seven nights. What really pushes
up the ‘average’ length of stay for this segment is the high number of 15+
night trips found in the ‘study’ purpose category.

Excluding study visitors (who stay significantly longer), 16-24s stay in the
UK for 8 nights each on average.  In 2009, they spent £438 per visit on
average, £79 less than the average for all age groups.  When study
visitors are included, the average spend per visit for 16-24s rises to £652
(almost £100 more per visit than the average across all ages).

Nearly 40% of nights spent in Britain by visitors aged 16-24 were as a free
guest of a friend or relative, with a further 22% in either a rented house or
hostel/university/school. Only 12% of nights were in a hotel or guest
house.  46% of Holiday visitors stayed in a hotel, 26% stayed as free
guests with friends/relatives and 19% stayed in a
hostel/university/school (most probably a hostel!)  90% of VFR visitors
stayed with friends/relatives.

16-24 year old visitors have a higher propensity than other age groups to
visit London when they come to the UK.  57% visited London (compared

to 50% across all age groups), 41% visited the rest of England, 8% visited
Scotland, and 3% visited Wales.  Amongst holiday visits, 71% involved at
least one night in London.

In 2009, 30% of visits by 16-24s happened in the July-September period,
the most popular quarter for visits to Britain. Visits at other times of the
year are more evenly spread.  There is a slight tendency for a higher
number of visits during the Spring months (April-June) than during the
Autumn/Winter.  Holiday visits are most likely to come in summer (30%),
as are study visits (41%).  VFR visits are more evenly spread throughout
the year.  

It is essential to recognise that even the long-stay study visitors represent
a potential market to be tapped by tourism businesses during their stay.
Indeed, if visitors studying English as a foreign language for a month one
summer go home with fabulous memories of what is on offer in Britain,
and the friendliness of British people, they are certain to return for future
visits later in life with much greater spending power, and in the meantime
can act as ambassadors, helping to dismantle the perception that Britain
is not as welcoming as it could be.

Bringing in some analysis from the Nation Brands Index (NBI) to look at
perceptions of Britain amongst online 18-24 year olds, we find that:

When asked how likely they would be to visit Britain, if money were no
object, we find that respondents were highly likely to say Britain is
somewhere that they would visit, ranking Britain 9th out of 50 nations.

The UK is seen as being rich in built/historical heritage (5th position),
and having vibrant cities (6th).  However, it is not seen as being a world-
leader in terms of the richness of its natural beauty (34th).  Older age
groups rate the UK’s natural scenic beauty much higher.   18-24s would
expect a warmer welcome from many other nations ahead of the UK,
ranking the UK’s welcome just 17th. However, their views of British
people are not negative - they would be positive about employing a UK
national (rank 6th) and they would be very open to having close friends
from the UK (6th).

3) Consumer trends: Demographics (cont.)
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In particular the over 55s show significantly stronger agreement than the
under 55s with the statements ‘This country has a rich cultural heritage’,
‘This country is rich in natural beauty’ and ‘If I visited this country, the
people would make me feel very welcome’.  This results in the UK being
ranked 3rd on over 55s’ list of nations they would visit if money were no
object (vs. 8th for under 55s).

Centenarians
Increasingly those aged in there 80s are continuing to travel
internationally as health in older age improves. There are growing
numbers of centenarians around the world, an estimated 67,000 males
and 290,000 females. The number of centenarians is projected to
mushroom in the decades to come as the post war baby boomer
generation enjoy extended longevity. In fact the US Census Bureau
forecast that by 2050 there could be as many as 4.4 million females aged
100+ with nearly 1 million males of a similar age.

Boomer�Travel�Trends

A report (FYI) produced by Flamingo-International tell us that the recent
economic downturn has caused fluctuations in “Boomer” monetary
assets which in turn has caused them to ask bigger questions and
thereby redefine their life values. This has impacted on the way that
Boomers holiday in that they are now looking to connect with something
that has meaning, life and purpose. 

Daniel Levine, a trend spotter for Avant-Guide Institute says that
Boomers are not only becoming more value conscious but also more
conscious of their values and they are looking for experiences that speak
to their heart.  It is not about hedonism anymore.

Boomers are using holidays to focus time on their families, learn about
the world, gain insights into different people and cultures and more
importantly to satisfy their spirits by volunteering abroad. 

Therefore Flamingo catheterise two trends which the travel industry
should embrace if they want to target Boomer segment properly. 

Voluntourism - is a proactive means of charity and a way to see the world
whilst leaving a positive impact on communities around the world. It can
also be a less expensive way to see the world. Humanity and
voluntourism.org are some of the many options available to Boomers. 

Educational Expeditions - Boomers are generally the most well travelled
demographic which is often aided by a curiosity about the world and a
desire for personal enrichment. This generation wants to challenge
perspectives and come home with an interesting story. Elderhostel.org is
a good example of an organisation tapping into the trend by offering the
55+ a variety of group tours. They have also embraced the grandparent
and grandchild travel with its Magical Oxford tours.  

15

55+ - "the seniors"
In 2009, 5.4 million over 55s visited Britain from overseas, representing
almost one in five of our 29.9 million visitors.

63% of global population growth between 2010 and 2050 will be down to
the increase in the number of people aged 55+ according to US Census
Bureau projections. Britain’s inbound tourism market mirrors these global
trends, highlighting that in twelve out of the past fifteen years the over
55s market has put in a stronger performance than that for visits by those
aged under 55.

Even today a number of inbound markets for the UK are characterised by
having a significant proportion of visits accounted for by the over 55s.
Around one-in-three visits from Canada, New Zealand and South Africa
are by those aged 55+, with Australia and the US not far behind.

Eastern European markets can be found among those with very low
proportions for the higher age-bands. 

Looking to the future we can expect an ongoing increase in the likelihood
that visits from both Canada and New Zealand will be by the over 55s. In
Canada 28% of the population is estimated to be 55 years of age or older
at present, and this proportion is forecast to increase to 38% by 2050.
New Zealand has around 24% of its population aged 55 or older at
present, and once again this is expected to grow, reaching 35% within
forty years.  In Japan projections indicate that by 2026 there will be more
than one million people aged 95+.

It is well worth using the availability of information on nationality
contained in the International Passenger Survey in addition to the more
normally reported figures based on country of residence shown above. 

If we do this we discover that in volume terms British nationals are by far
the most important source of visits by the over 55s. Over 1.1 million
older British ex-pats visited the UK in 2009, with Americans being the
next largest contingent with 647,000 visits. 

In 2009, 34% of visits by over 55s were for Holiday, a slightly lower
proportion than for under 55s (39%).  Over 55s were more likely than
under 55s to come to the UK to visit friends and relatives (45% vs 26%),
and less likely to come for business (13% vs 24%).

Bringing in some analysis from the Nation Brands Index (NBI) to look at
perceptions of Britain amongst over 55s, we find that:

By and large, over 55s have a more positive perception of Britain than
younger generations. Indeed, for fourteen out of the twenty-two ‘core’
NBI questions the over 55s rank Britain more favourably than the under
55s.  For seven of the remaining eight measures, over 55s and under 55s
rank Britain at the same level.

3) Consumer trends: Demographics (cont.)
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experience seeking
As consumers have less time, they are demanding more from their
leisure activities and there are an ever-increasing number of savvy
travellers who want to collect ‘experiences’, not just tick a destination off
the list. Travellers are more discerning and confident about travel
generally, so effective destination brands must reflect strong core brand
values that differentiate them from the competition.

As people  have more and more diverse interests, travel is developing to
be more  experiences and participation. Niches are the future. Borders
will be less important as special interest can happen anywhere. It will be
the immersion and passion that counts above the destination itself.

A good example of how these consumer trends are being met is the way
some hotels in the USA have implemented “cultural evenings” for guests.
The idea behind it is to put on an ongoing programme of cultural events
to enrich guests’ stay. These can range from drinking lessons in the hotel
bar where bartenders and drink historians offer two-hour lessons in the
preparation and history of cocktails, an array of intellectuals, artists,
writers, filmmakers, mixologists, chefs etc  invite guests to gather for the
purpose of discussing a particular reading which has been previously
circulated, or a chamber music series, painting workshops and so on. 

Another novel idea is being done bythe Spanish restaurant chain Fresc
Co. It provides a way for customers to practice their English while they
eat. Two of its Barcelona locations have teamed up with local instruction
firm English Metas to help patrons improve their English skills while also
doing a little networking. Targeting professional workers, English Metas'
native speaking teachers focus primarily on everyday language and work
situations in the relaxed, two-hour sessions.

special Interest travel / ‘nouvelle niche’
Evidence is building for the existence of multiple markets for special
interest / niche product travel e.g. lifestyle or activity holidays. 

This will go hand in hand with the global trend towards self-improvement
and experiential travel (doing something, not just seeing something). 

In terms of a wider trend, everything is becoming more personalised and
specialised. Search engine entrepreneurs are experimenting with versions
that are no longer general in scope but specific to categories, and devoted
to subjects, and we can expect travel to be one such key area.

Another example of the trend towards personalisation is dating agencies
that are springing up with titles such as ‘cycling singles’ – narrowing
down the search before you even see a photo!

New�Leisure
Many consumers have found they quite liked holidaying at or closer to
home even though thrift was the main driver. Many stressed out and
exhausted consumers relish the idea of spending their free time at home;
often it's the widely travelled that are realising their own country's vast
potential for tourism. Staycations have become the ideal settings for
'experience consumption'. 

Rather than buying things, consumers are increasingly engaging in
shared activities that can occur in places ranging from the hiking trail to
the cinema, galleries and museums and their kitchens and gardens. The
growing sophistication of personal gadgets has also encouraged a trend
towards “outdoor cocooning” as netbooks, smartphones and media
players allows consumers to shut off their physical surroundings and
enter their own world as they do in the home. 

Staycations are now a global phenomenon that goes beyond countries
like the USA, UK and Germany. The Japan Times reports that Japanese
consumers are seeking to economise and ease the stresses of daily life by
shopping online, watching DVDs and eating in, converting their homes
into comfortable 'nests'. This phenomenon is known as “sugomori”.
Unlike staycationers in the USA and Europe, Japanese “nesting” is all
about staying in and home entertaining and online mail order companies
selling FMCG like baking ingredients and bread makers are reaping the
rewards. 

Economic anxieties means that many young Chinese are also opting for a
staycation. “In the past, a lot of students would go to Europe for a holiday
after they graduated from university,” says Hu Yang, the co-founder of a
chain of youth hostels and budget hotels. “But this year it's not so easy to
find a job. So now more young people want to wait until their life is more
stable before going abroad.” The tastes of young Chinese travellers are
also changing, says Hu, and they are seeking more relaxed and unique
holiday experiences. Destinations such as Naked Retreats, a new eco-
resort west of Shanghai, are becoming popular with young urbanities,
offering outdoor activities such as trekking and climbing, and the
opportunity to eat fresh, simple, local food. In South Korea, a trend
regaining popularity is “experience leisure”, taking in exploration, nature
and eco-travel.

3) Consumer trends: travel 
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3) Consumer trends: sustainability 

As concerns about the environment grows educated consumers are
becoming more aware about the world around them and their impact on
it. Organic and regional produce have now become an integral part
consumer consumption and there is evidence that consumers in
developed nations are looking for a “back to nature”/simple lives  type of
living. We only need to look at the mamoth “grow your own” vegetable
trend which has hit the UK with a bang over past couple of years. 

Carbon emissions have become a new currency.  Ethical consumption
has become fashionable and one has to ask whether “greenness” has
become the new luxury? Consumers are ready for brands that offer
sustainability and fewer carbon emissions. 

However people don’t want to give up their ability to consume entirely,
they just want to find ways to consume that aren’t harmful to the
environment. So what opportunities are there for brands? Essentially if a
brand doesn’t start marketing green options then another company will!
Many brands are lagging behind in their ability to provide green product
choices. Already some consumers are abstaining and reducing purchase
of certain brands completely. Brands need to be built from the inside out.
They need to generate pride, excitement and momentum internally.
According to a quote from Inside Out “there is little point investing large
sums in advertising and design, if in reality employee behaviour
undermines those well honed advertising messages”.

It is evident that communication is key and is not just about educating the
consumers of tomorrow. Education and information is needed to help
consumers understand green issues and how best to choose greener
options. 

ethical Consumer
It is becoming more important to coax consumers out of their spending
slumber and wean retailers off perpetual discounting. Ethics will play a
large part in rebuilding brands. Environmental and ethical issues still
attract attention and are viewed as important.  

After decades of moving brands from functional to emotional benefits,
brands begin differentiating on social responsibility. Consumers,
especially younger consumers, are demanding it. Coca-Cola, Unilever,
and Wal-Mart have launched major initiatives to lower greenhouse gas
emissions. As companies start taking greater responsibility for this, it will
change how products and services are procured, produced, sold and
consumed.

For businesses to rebuild brands through ethical efforts, they’ll need to
connect with consumers, giving them an emotional reason to buy. As
consumers demand more from the companies they do business with,
they’ll want ethical responsibility to be a chief concern, creating more
scrutiny on ethical claims than ever before. (Source Mintel)

simple Lives
There has been a definite shift towards “simpler lives” as a backlash
against extreme consumption. Consumers are realising that having more
doesn’t necessarily make us any happier. Consumers are becoming more
focussed on what makes them happy and are finding that true happiness
comes from a life that acknowledges the good in the small and everyday,
that finds happiness in the now and the present, that sees worth and
abundance in what we already have and feels prosperous in the simple
presence of life and nature, friends and family.

As a result consumers are starting to consume less and really examine
what they buy.  There is a realisation that a constant desire for more,
new, fashionable stuff is not necessarily the road to a happy and fulfilled
life.

Similarly consumers are trying to “make do” with things they already
have, as much of what we throw out or replace is based on perceived
obsolescence. Look after, fix up and make-do has become the new
craze. 

Sharing, borrowing and renting has also become trendy. There is an
acknowledgement that we don’t need to buy items we rarely use and
most things are available to borrow or rent. This in turn reduces clutter in
our homes, saves money and reduces waste. 

Consumers are beginning to consider recycled, pre-loved or used items
as an alternative. They may not be the latest and greatest but they are a
good option for thrifty and environmentally conscience shoppers. So
many items can be purchased second hand from clothing to furniture
and household goods. 

Backlash Against shopping
Shopping has become a worldwide pastime or even hobby. On the
weekends the shopping centres and malls are filled with people eager to
spend hard earned money on all kinds of stuff. The more time we spend
surrounded by stuff to buy the more likely we are to buy it. However as
consumers strive to become more satisfied with less, it is likely that
shopping will be swopped for alternatives such as visiting art galleries or
museums, the park or a walk in the countryside.
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Sustainable tourism attempts to make a low impact on the environment
and local culture, while helping to generate income, employment, and
the conservation of local ecosystems.

Over recent years, there has been an increasing surge in environmental
green related issues such as ethical products, greener labelling and
packaging, reduction of carbon footprint and hybrid and electric cars.
Indications show that the future trends lie in sustainability labelling,
virtual meetings and zero waste.

Industry related examples include Marriott Hotels’ Green Events’.
Through their ‘Spirit to Preserve’ programme, the hotelier chain is rolling
out ‘Green Events’ at all Continental Europe JW Marriott Hotels &
Resorts, Marriott Hotels & Resorts, Renaissance Hotels & Resorts and
Courtyard by Marriott Hotels.  The largest hotel industry initiative of its
kind, this programme builds on Marriott's aggressive environmental
strategy, applying the principles of reduce, reuse and recycle to all
events and meetings in Continental Europe, making them more eco-
friendly and helping guests and meeting planners reduce their
environmental impact.

There has been plenty of research conducted in the UK over the past
couple of years in respect to green issues. Past research found that
although consumers are aware of sustainable tourism and expect it to
become important, there has been a lack of information or awareness of
how to go about doing it. There has also been a feeling that government
backing/heavy promotion was required to make it more of a reality in the
near future.

The European Commission conducted a survey on the attitudes of the 27
EU member states towards tourism in February 2009.  Respondents were
asked to consider the most important factor from a list of 6 when
deciding on a holiday trip.  Overall, 9% rated environmental
considerations as the most important.  Respondents in 5 member states
(France, Greece, Hungary, Latvia and Portugal) rated the environment in
their top 3 factors.

In 2008, TNS conducted a survey looking at consumer attitudes on green
attitudes, perceptions and behaviours in 17 countries.  In terms of the
effect of the environment on travel habits, 34% claimed it had a
significant or large influence on their travel buying habits.

VisitBritain conducted desk research in 2008 into the BRIC countries to
explore the level of interest in sustainability in these markets and
compared them to other markets such as Germany, Australia and the
United States.
The results revealed that there was some degree of environmental
awareness across all markets.  The developing countries (Brazil, India
and China) are experiencing the effects of rapid industrialisation first
hand.  In the developed markets, there is a broader global experience
and less severe impact locally.

There was some sense in all markets that something should be done, but
there was a mixed view in who was responsible for this:

• Authoritarian tradition (Russia, China) – not up to the individual but
the government. 

• Capitalist tradition (US, Australia) – industry – but also the individual
should deal with it. 

• Newly aware (India, Brazil) – industry and the individual can change
things – priorities? 

• Jaded post-green (Germany) – a feeling whether it is too late to make a
difference? 

Australians changing attitudes towards climate change are reflected
in the Lowy Institute Report issued in late 2009 which revealed a new
poll showing that climate change is sliding down the pecking order of
foreign policy issues most important to Australians. 

In 2007, an annual survey conducted by the Lowy Institute revealed that
climate change was top of the list. Two years on, it has fallen to seventh
behind issues like job security, the strength of the economy, terrorism
and the threat of nuclear weapons.

Research conducted by Contiki in 2008 reports the new breed of
Australian traveller has a strong desire to be involved in environmentally
friendly and sustainable tourism. Young people still want to have fun
during their travels, but want to travel green. Social and green issues are
on their radars with travel becoming less about the individual and more
about the societies and cultures in which travelers visit. But the research
also showed there was "jetlag" between intentions and actions.

Interestingly, how much young Ozzies earn makes a difference as to how
green they are. There was a significant difference in the importance
placed by lower income earners on certain elements of their travels,
particularly in the areas of carbon offsetting and volunteering.The
research shows their concerns go beyond only consideration for their
eco footprints, it is the shades of green that rate as the most important,
understanding, appreciating and having a positive impact on the places
visited, all the while keeping their eye on their carbon footprints.

Tourism development in Britain’s nations and regions must be
sustainable, driven both by national and international intervention and by
an ever more environmentally aware and demanding consumer.
Industry leaders and policymakers, operators, destination management
organisations and all those in the sector will need to be proactive, and
show an acceptable ecological footprint to attract more discerning
consumers.

The challenge for tourism is to contribute to social equity and cohesion,
i.e. to improve the quality of life of local communities, to increase
community involvement in tourism planning and management,
and to provide safe, satisfying and fulfilling visitor experiences. At the
same time, it needs to contribute to environmental and cultural
protection by reducing pollution and degradation of the global and local
environment, maintaining and strengthening biodiversity, and enriching
Britain’s unique and diverse culture. 
(Source: The British Tourism Framework Review)

3) Consumer trends: sustainability (cont.)
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4) Motivations and attitudes to Holidays

the Importance of Holidays in Life
VisitBritain sponsored a question on the Nation Brands Index (2009) to
understand how important holidays and other activities are regarded to
be by respondents from around the world.

Approximately 10,000 online respondents were asked: “How important
a priority are each of the following for you in your life at the moment?”
Their answers are shown below.

Top priorities

Potential visitors often see their professional development (career and
self-development) as one of the most important things in life, but they
usually see softer aspects such as spending time with family and friends,
keeping fit and healthy, having time to relax, and having good quality
food and drink as even more important.  

The importance placed on careers is very much dependent on the status
of each nation; emerging economies tend to place similar levels of
importance on both their career and the softer aspects, reflecting their
desire to obtain a higher level of wealth.  

Argentina, Brazil, China, Egypt, India, South Africa and Turkey all ranked
‘my career’ in their top three life priorities.  South Koreans also saw their
career as a high priority (3rd), possibly reflecting the strong cultural
emphasis placed on it. Many ‘developed’ nations such as Australia,
Canada, France, Germany, Japan, Sweden, the UK and the USA ranked
‘my career’ as just the 9th highest priority (or lower) in life.  This reflects
their aspiration to lead a balanced life with plenty of time for looking after
themselves. 

Interestingly, males and females both ranked ‘my career’ as the 6th
highest priority in their lives, which perhaps wouldn’t have been the case
ten, twenty or thirty years ago depending on where in the world you
look.

In terms of age, younger respondents were more likely to see their career
as a higher priority than older respondents.  18-24s ranked their career as
their top priority on average whereas over 55s saw their career as only
their 13th highest priority – having a balanced life is more of a priority the
older you get.  63% of 18-24s regarded their career as ‘very important’,
compared to 28% of over 55s.
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Key Insights
• Life�priorities�vary�across�the�globe,�career�and�self-

development�are�centre�stage�in�emerging
economies,�whereas�in�more�developed�economies
citizens�seek�a�balanced�lifestyle�that�includes�plenty
of�time�looking�after�themselves,�especially�as�they
get�older.

•More�and�more,�holidays�are�seen�as�an�essential
part�of�life,�not�a�luxury,�but�it�is�important�to
remember�that�many�markets�value�not�only
international�holidays,�but�domestic�holidays�too.
This�is�especially�true�in�markets�such�as�the�USA
where�only�33%�of�the�population�have�a�passport.��

•In�general,�consumers�want�to�see�the�famous
landmarks,�but�there�is�also�a�desire�to�explore�new
places�and�get�away�from�the�crowds;�ultimately
destinations�need�to�be�able�to�cater�for�both�these
needs�(possibly�within�the�same�trip).
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4) Motivations and attitudes to Holidays (continued)
Holidays

Increasingly, research shows that holidays are no longer seen as a luxury
in life, but as a necessity for many to escape the stresses of everyday life
and unwind.  It is therefore not surprising to see that ‘taking vacations in
my own country’ is seen as the 8th highest priority in people’s lives on
average.  Taking domestic holidays is at least ‘quite important’ for 74%
and ‘extremely important’ for 15%.

Further evidence that a balanced life is more highly sought after in
‘developed’ nations emerges when looking at the importance of ‘having
time to relax’.  This was amongst the top three priorities in Australia,
Canada, Germany, Italy, Japan, Korea, Sweden, the UK and the USA but
a slightly lower priority (6th or lower) in many emerging economies such
as Brazil, Egypt, India, Mexico, Russia and Turkey.

One way that many people seek to relax and achieve more balance in
their lives is through holidays.  Indeed, there is a widely reported
growing trend towards ‘well-being’ holidays, although this remains a
relatively niche opportunity at present…so where do holidays feature as a
priority in life?

Foreign holidays are seen as at least ‘quite important’ for 60% of online
respondents, with 11% saying they are ‘extremely important’.  Most of
the surveyed nations say that domestic holidays are more important than
foreign holidays, with three exceptions: the UK, Germany and Russia.
The UK and Germany are the two largest source markets for outbound
tourism in the World, so it is no surprise to see the emphasis they place
on foreign holidays.  Russians’ aspiration to visit other countries
highlights the potential growth that could be achieved from this
emerging economy under the right conditions.  75% ofRussians see
foreign holidays as at least ‘quite important’, with 44% saying they are at
least ‘very important’ and 16% ‘extremely important’.
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Other countries such as China, Egypt, India, the USA and Japan place a
far lesser importance on foreign holidays – just 34% of Japanese
respondents regarded them as ‘quite important’ and only 3% as
‘extremely important’.

For most people, taking foreign holidays linked to their religion is not
regarded as particularly important.  Just 7% of respondents saw this as
‘extremely important’.  For all nations surveyed apart from one, taking
foreign holidays linked to their religion was ranked 17th (lowest priority).
The exception was Egypt, who reported that foreign holidays linked to
their religion (14th) was a higher priority in life than general foreign
holidays (17th).  This reminds us that it is always important to understand
local attitudes towards holidays, and these are explored further in
‘Attitudes Towards Holidays’ (on the following page)



36% agreed that films they had watched have influenced their choice of
holiday destination, whilst 33% disagreed.  For music, only 24% agreed it
had influenced their choice and 43% disagreed.  Younger age groups are
more likely to say that films (43% agree) and music (33% agree) have
influenced their choice of holiday destination than older age groups.

21

Attitudes towards Holidays
VisitBritain sponsored a question on the Nation Brands Index (2009) to
understand more about people’s attitudes towards holidays.

Approximately 10,000 online respondents were asked: “We would like
to ask you about your attitudes and opinions related to holidays.  For
each statement please give your opinion on a scale of 1 to 7, where 1 is
STRONGLY DISAGREE and 7 is STRONGLY AGREE.”
Their answers are shown below.

Holiday Influences

70% of respondents agreed they choose destinations based on their
natural scenic beauty, highlighting the importance of showcasing
Britain’s natural assets to the best of its ability to appeal even more
widely.  Although Britain’s natural beauty is often seen positively by
overseas residents, Britain is ranked just 24th out of 50 nations in the
Nation Brands Index (2009) for its natural scenic beauty – clearly
showing that there is very strong competition from other nations here.

One area where Britain is seen as a truly world-class destination is in
terms of its history and culture.  History and culture are strong
influencers of holiday destination choice (57% agreed), so Britain is in a
strong position to capitalise here, being ranked as the 4th best nation in
terms of its culture in the NBI and 4th in terms of its built heritage.

62% agreed that they like to see famous and well-known locations on
holiday, but 66% like to explore new places, so it is important that Britain
can cater for both these needs. 

The Chinese, for example, are particularly keen on seeing famous
locations (72% agree) on their travels, so it is important to include iconic
imagery such as Big Ben in marketing materials to reassure them that
they are not going to miss out on the ‘must-see’ attractions.  More
mature markets such as Australia want to get beneath the surface of
destinations a bit more, getting away from the crowds (71% agree), so
highlighting authentic cultural experiences (eg pubs) and ‘hidden gems’
(whilst maintaining an element of the ‘must-see’ attractions) is important.

4) Motivations and attitudes to Holidays (continued)
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It is also essential that Britain meets the emotional needs of consumers;
twice as many agree it is more important that holidays are exciting  than
relaxing (42% agreed and 21% disagreed), but clearly Britain should be
able to visibly cater for both needs.  Younger visitors agree more strongly
than older visitors that holidays should be exciting (47% of 18-24s and
25-34s agree compared to 34% of over 55s).  The USA, Japan and China
are least likely to be looking for an exciting break.  Indeed Japanese
respondents were twice as likely to disagree (34%) than agree (16%) that
‘it is more important that holidays are exciting than relaxing’.

46% regard welcoming people to be important when choosing a
destination, so it is also important to show that Britain is a welcoming
nation to potential visitors.

Booking Travel

The internet is seen as a safe way to book travel more often than not,
with more agreeing (45%) than disagreeing (18%), although there is  a
certain amount of variation in different markets, so it is always wise to
check individual markets before assuming that the internet will be
trusted.

Countries like Sweden (59%), the UK (60%) and the USA (61%) are far
more likely to see the internet as a safe way to book travel than countries
such as Egypt (27%), Russia (38%) and Brazil (30%).

Using a travel agent for holiday bookings is a useful alternative for many
with 34% saying they prefer to use an agent, although 29% disagreed.
Many markets still rely heavily on travel agents, and many travellers have
strong relationships with them.  44% of Japanese agreed they prefer to
use a travel agent to book holidays and just 13% disagreed.  Likewise,
59% of Russians said they prefer to use an agent, with 15% disagreeing.

Travel Behaviour

From the majority of countries around the world, outbound travel is
largely intra-regional; approximately three quarters of outbound trips
involve travel to another country in the region.  It is therefore not
surprising to see that more people say they prefer to take lots of short
breaks rather than fewer long breaks (38% agreed and 25% disagreed).

25% of respondents agreed they were experienced international
travellers, whilst 48% disagreed.  Not surprisingly, nations with a high
propensity to travel abroad were most likely to agree they were
experienced such as the UK (41%), Sweden (40%) and Germany (29%),
whilst other nations such as Brazil (12%), Egypt (18%) and Japan (10%)
were less likely.

Whilst it may be easy to understand why nations such as Brazil and Egypt
do not regard themselves as experienced international travellers, Japan is
one of the largest outbound travel markets in the World, with around 20
million outbound journeys each year.  However, one must also consider
that Japan is a nation of 127 million people, so one might expect it to be
an even larger outbound market.  One of the key features of travel from
Japan has been the trend away from long-haul travel.  Whilst travel from
Japan to other Asian destinations has shown some growth since 2000,
travel to Europe and the Americas has declined significantly.

Amongst all nations surveyed, most respondents indicated they are not
averse to travelling long distances; only 21% agreed that it is too much
effort to travel for more than 5 hours for a holiday.  However, the
Japanese were more likely to agree than any other nation, 29% doing so.
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4) Motivations and attitudes to Holidays (continued)
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5) reaching Overseas Visitors 

sources of Inspiration for Holidays
In 2008, VisitBritain sponsored a question on the NBI survey focussing
on the usage and perceived reliability of different sources of holiday
information. Questions relating to sources of information that are used
covered the entirety of a ‘holiday journey’ from getting ideas about
where to go, booking, planning what to do before and during the trip
and those used after the trip was over.

Below is a scatter-plot showing how often sources are used for
‘inspiration/ideas’ and how reliable those sources are seen to be.

Conversations with friends and relatives were seen as the most reliable
source of holiday information, and this is reflected in the number of
people that got ideas about where to go based on speaking with loved-
ones (46%).  This means that friends and relatives are by far the most
influential source when getting ideas on where to go on holiday.

The other key sources for inspiration fall into two categories; relatively
more reliable and relatively less reliable.

The relatively more reliable sources consist of travel programmes on
television (used by 36%), articles in magazines (35%), printed travel
brochures (33%), articles in newspapers (32%), and travel guidebooks
(28%).  Although travel guidebooks are used slightly less than these
other sources, it is worth remembering that they are seen as the second
most reliable source of information so may carry more weight in the
decision making process for some.

The relatively less reliable sources include advertisements in magazines
or newspapers (33%), advertisements on television (31%), and
advertisements on websites (30%).  Given that these sources are seen as
less reliable, it is most likely that these act as triggers, directing potential
holiday-makers to other, more reliable sources to make a decision.

Other sources were seen as far more reliable, such as national tourism
organisation websites (used by 25%), travel agents or tour operators
(22%), and city tourism organisation websites (23%), but were used less
often as sources of inspiration, playing a more functional role.

An important point to note is that survey findings are weighted to mirror
the online population of each country, and as such web-based tools are
likely to be over represented in the results, although with web access
increasingly common (especially amongst those with the means for
international travel), this is becoming less of an issue.
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Key Insights
• Word�of�mouth�is�an�important�source�for�holiday

inspiration,�while�the�internet�is�vital�for�booking
travel�in�many�markets,�with�2�billion�people
connected�to�the�web.

• People�now�trust�the�information�they�get�from
online�news�roughly�to�the�same�degree�as�news
from�television�and�information�from�friends�and
family.�

•Google�continues�to�dominate�the�worldwide�search
market,�with�its�sites�accounting�for�over�66%�of
searches�conducted�globally.���



Word of Mouth 
According to an NOP survey (NOP conference 2004), in 1977, word of
mouth (67%) was valued somewhat more than advertising (53%) or
editorial (47%) as a source of information to help form opinions about
products and services. By 2004 (and undoubtedly beyond), it is valued
far more – at 90% compared with advertising (50%) and editorial (40%) –
and concepts such as ‘Influentials Marketing’ are springing up.

‘Influentials’ are the one in ten Americans who supposedly tell the 
other nine what to do, buy, etc. It is now commonly believed that there 
is no such thing as a generalist ‘Influential’ – more that they are 
category specific (as with Malcolm Gladwell’s Market Mavens in 
‘The Tipping Point’) – and some will be so for travel / holidays. This type
of person tends to have a wide and diverse social network, so targeting
membership organisations and alumni etc are ways of finding them.

Travel is a key area for word of mouth/recommendation – everyone likes
to talk about their holidays! Weblogs and comparison sites are all over the
Internet for travellers to tell their stories/pass on tips or rate travel product
(e.g. TripAdvisor).

Travel suppliers are now taking the concept of user-generated media to a
new level by getting customers to post travel related content in inspiring,
entertaining blog formats then allowing other consumers to book directly
on those blogs, e.g. Marriott, Accor. It appeals to customers as they can
view unfiltered comments and also allows suppliers to react to suggestions
in a timely manner – a transparent platform for exchange of information.  

VisitBritain.com
In December 2008, qualitative research was carried out amongst
consumers in the USA, Australia, South Korea and India to understand
information needs, expectations and usage in the holiday planning
process.  Most travellers used a combination of sources of information
throughout the different stages of planning.  The internet dominated the
information gathering process for all ages and markets; however, it can
be seen to be impersonal and lacks reassurance for some older travellers. 

The perception of NTO websites was that they were seen to be ‘official’
sites which are ‘sponsored by the government’.  As they have to appeal
to everyone, they are expected to deliver a ‘one size fits all’ experience
and so information will be safe and mainstream and nothing ‘off the
beaten track’ will be included.  They are expected to provide information
on weather, security, visa, currency, detailed and up-to-date information
on museum and attractions, e.g. opening hours, costs, and background
information on culture and history.  

The respondents’ value of NTO websites are to reinforce consumers’
choice of a country destination and to provide local, factual information
with no commercial benefit.  On the whole, respondents’ view on
VisitBritain.com were good and exceeded their expectations.

5) reaching Overseas Visitors (continued)
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ETC New Media Trendwatch www.etcnewmediatrendwatch.com
has a wealth of facts and figures on the world’s global online markets and
online travel. 

Whats�New�-�Hot�Trends�(August�2010)

• 57% of US travellers will wait 3 seconds or less before abandoning a
site. Overall site performance is critical for US travellers who expect
quick page load times for travel websites.

• 75% of US households use social networking. 
• US internet users watched nearly 34 billion videos in May, with Google

sites ranking as the top video property with 14.6 billion videos,
representing 43% of all videos viewed online. 

• The average internet user in Singapore spent 10.5 hours viewing video
in April 2010, consuming 130 videos for a period of 4.9 minutes per
video.  

• Online Canadians report a large 35% decline in the amount of email
received.  

Internet�Usage
There were an estimated 1.97 billion internet users worldwide as of June
2010 according to Internet World Stats, representing 29% of the global
population.  The number of internet users increased by 445% between
2000 and 2010.  

Internet user penetration is now over 70% for the leading countries and
future growth is limited for these countries. Internet user penetration for
the populous and developing countries remains low, but has room to
grow. The BRIC countries (Brazil, Russia, India, China) have internet
penetrations of 21%, 25%, 10% and 14%, respectively. Wireless web
usage will account for much of future internet user growth in many
developing countries. (Computer Industry Almanac, May 2009)

The table below shows that the top ten languages account for 82% of all
internet users.

(Source: Internet World Stats)

According to the European Information Technology Observatory (EITO)
the global high-tech markets are recovering from the economic crisis and
the signs are once again pointing toward growth.  In industrial countries,
increasingly companies are investing again in modern IT systems. The
drivers of growth are China, India and Brazil, whose high-tech markets
have been able to make strong gains in spite of the crisis. 

Five years from now, Google CEO Eric Schmidt envisages the internet to
be dominated by the Chinese language and full of social media content.
Mr Schmidt said that figuring out how to rank real-time social content is
"the great challenge of the age." 

His thoughts on the future were as follows:
• Five years from now the internet will be dominated by Chinese-

language content.
• Today's teenagers are the model of how the web will work in five

years; they jump from one subject to another seamlessly.
• Five years is a factor of ten in what has been known as "Moore's Law,"

meaning that computers will be capable of far more by that time than
they are today.

• Within five years there will be broadband well above 100MB in
performance, and distribution distinctions between TV, radio and the
web will go away.

• Web content will move more towards video.
• It's because of this fundamental shift towards user-generated

information people will listen more to other people than to traditional
sources. (Travelmole, November 2009) 

Ruba the visual travel search engine has joined Google.  Ruba allows
users to browse visually through cities and their attractions around the
world, offering photo-rich guides and an emphasis on making it easy to
quickly discover new locations. Guides are all written and submitted by
users, with Ruba pulling from Google and Flickr to help pinpoint
locations and provide some sample photos (users can submit their own,
too). The site, which is similar in some ways to TripAdvisor, features
integration with Twitter and Facebook Connect, allowing users to
broadcast where they are headed and ask friends for input.

Google continues to dominate the worldwide search market, with its
sites accounting for over 66% of searches conducted globally during
December 2009, according to data from comScore.

Overall, 46% more searches were conducted worldwide during
December 2009, than during the same period in 2008. Searches on
properties owned by Yandex, Microsoft, Google, eBay, and Facebook all
outstripped that rate of growth. Russian-language search engine Yandex
experienced the greatest year-over-year growth in searches, at 91%.

People now trust the information they get from online news roughly to
the same degree as news from television and information from friends,
according to TNS. Globally, the most trusted information source was
friends, with 42% of those surveyed saying that they trusted word-of-
mouth recommendations. About an equal number trusted TV news
(41%), online news (40%) and newspapers (39%). There were variations
in media trust from country to country, but several patterns emerged.

• Internet users in the US and Canada held similar attitudes toward the
media, with the largest differences in the US's comparative lack of trust
in newspapers and TV news.

• Looking at Western Europe, UK internet users were the least trusting
of newspapers, while those in France, Italy and Spain put the least
trust in TV news. Web users in France also held online news in the
lowest esteem. Internet users in Nordic countries were relatively
trusting of online media, with around half the respondents from each
country expressing their trust. Users in Denmark trusted it even more
than word-of-mouth.

• Throughout the Asia Pacific region, online news ran close to TV news
and newspapers trustworthiness.

• Wikipedia, despite being among the most highly visited websites
worldwide, was less trusted among the countries surveyed than
industry magazines, industry websites and product comparison sites.
Finally, private blogs were the least trusted source in almost every
country. In China, however, where bloggers are sometimes jailed for
what they write, 24% of internet users said they trust them more than
free papers and company brochures, though little else. (eMarketer,
May 2009)

5) reaching Overseas Visitors (continued)

no of Users (June 2010)

China 420m

USA 240m

Japan 99m

India 81m

Brazil 76m

Germany 65m

Russia 60m

UK 51m

France 45m

South Korea 39m

top 10 Languages (June 2010)

English 536m

Chinese 445m

Spanish 153m

Japanese 99m

Portuguese 83m

German 75m

Arabic 65m

French 60m

Russian 60m

Korean 39m
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Emarketer talks about key trends for successful online travel providers in
a new study, with the most noteworthy finding related to the growing
acceptance and demand for sustainable tourism. “Suppliers who deploy
green practices are enjoying favoured status among acutely aware
consumers”. 

The study says after the “perfect storm” of global recession, high
unemployment and terrorism and flu fears, usage of the internet for
researching and booking all types of travel has shown “surprising
resilience.”

The other trends include:
• Value has taken center stage. Amid the economic rubble, travellers

have adopted a back-to-basics mentality, seeking quality at the right
price.  

• Social media has seen a rise in new ways of sharing. Online reviews
and user-generated content are being combined with social
networking.

• Mobile has taken “travel on the go.” A growing number of travellers
now use mobile devices to plan and book trips and access location-
specific destinations. 

• Personalised micro-niche travel has taken off. Growing dissatisfaction
with one-size-fits-all travel is driving demand for customised offerings. 

The�Role�of�the�BBC�and�Inbound�Tourism
There are very few British institutions that have the literal and emotional
reach around the globe as does the BBC. Statistics alone do not really do
justice to the role that this broadcaster can play in bringing the concept
of Britain closer to potential visitors, but the average weekly audience for
BBC World Service radio programmes during 2008/9 was a staggering
188 million. 

A recent study undertaken by Deloitte investigated the ‘Economic Impact
of the BBC’, with the report noting that the ‘presence of a globally
recognised UK brand associated with high quality output potentially
boosts the sales and value of UK exports, both creative and otherwise’.
Tourism is one of Britain’s most successful exports, being our third
highest foreign exchange earner, and through multiple channels
(television, radio and websites) the BBC can help maintain our
international tourism competitiveness.

The BBC World Service is definitely not solely about broadcasting in
English, with programmes produced in no fewer than 32 languages (and
with significant website content in each language too). It is estimated that
around four out of every five listeners (so about 150 million per week)
listen to BBC World Service programmes in a  language that is not
English. Today the BBC World Service is reckoned to be the world’s
leading international broadcaster providing programmes and content for
radio, television, online and mobile phones in English and 31 other
languages. While news coverage remains central to the international
offering, programming encompasses business, the arts, culture, drama,
science and sport.

Radio is still a vital tool for gathering information, but television is a
medium that allows for another of the Corporation’s core remits to be
ably delivered, namely ‘entertainment’. BBC Worldwide's ‘Sales &
Distribution’ business is one of the world's most successful exporters of
television programmes, second only to the big US studios. The business
accounts for around half of the UK's total television exports with around
40,000 hours of programming sold in the last year according to the BBC.

The range of television programmes that the BBC can broadcast or sell
overseas brings to life many aspects of Britain that appeal to potential
inbound visitors, be this through dramas, comedies or factual
documentaries.

Programmes can boost prospects for British inbound tourism on many
different levels:

• By reinforcing positive imagery of Britain’s rich cultural and built
heritage (known to be a key motivator for many holiday visits to
Britain).

• By developing a better understanding among potential visitors of
Britain’s natural landscape (we know that most overseas residents are
unaware just how diverse and attractive rural Britain is).

• By using bucolic scenery and built heritage, for example grand country
houses, as the backdrop for period costume dramas ‘Pride and
Prejudice’ was sold to no fewer than 72 countries for example).

• By playing on British eccentricity which helps build the concept that
Britain is ‘authentic’ and offers an experience you cannot get
elsewhere.

• By challenging negative perceptions of Britain, for example, by
showcasing the quality and variety of food on offer, including regional
variations.

The�Many�Faces�of�Britain

The BBC takes many characteristics that are unique to the British or
Britain (eccentricity, natural landscape, culture and heritage) and shares
them with a worldwide audience of millions, be this through radio,
television or websites.

Crucially the BBC can not only reinforce positive images of Britain held
by potential overseas visitors, but can help to address negative
perceptions too, ensuring that alongside the more traditional image of
Britain often entrenched overseas, a more modern and dynamic portrait
can be painted. One illustration of this is a recently agreed deal between
BBC Worldwide and the organisers of the Glastonbury Festival to
broadcast the event to a global television audience. Events such as
Glastonbury are an excellent way of demonstrating the dynamism that
exists within Britain and the very ‘rounded’ offer that the inbound visitor
can experience, encompassing heritage, scenery and contemporary
culture. The BBC plays a crucial role in placing Britain on the radar of
millions of potential inbound visitors.

5) reaching Overseas Visitors (continued)
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Reaching overseas Visitors in the UK
In 2008 we sponsored a question in the IPS to understand what
proportion of visitors from overseas engaged with different forms of
media when actually in the UK.

49% of visitors from overseas watched British TV and 39% read British
newspapers. 36% used the internet and 24% listened to the radio.

When just looking at Holiday visitors, 50% watched British TV, 38% read
British newspapers, 31% used the internet, and 22% listened to the radio.

VFR visitors were slightly more likely to engage, with 60% watching
British TV, 50% reading British newspapers, 44% using the internet, and
35% listening to the radio.

36% of Business visitors watched British TV, and 35% used the internet,
29% read British newspapers and 15% listened to the radio.

5) reaching Overseas Visitors (continued)
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6) Perceptions of Britain

How the World Rates the UK Compared to other
nations
The Anholt-GfK Nation Brands Index (2009) is an online survey of
approximately 20,000 respondents from 20 nations around the world.
Respondents are asked to give their opinion of 50 nations, including the
UK regardless of whether they have visited or not (so views captured
can be based on perceptions as well as experiences).

The chart below shows how respondents rated the UK for a number of
different aspects compared to the other 49 nations. It can be seen that
online respondents generally have positive views of the UK, usually
ranking the UK as one of the top ten nations for each of the measured
attributes (with a couple of exceptions).
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Key Insights
• Built�heritage,�cultural�heritage�and�contemporary

culture�are�core�to�Britain’s�offer,�and�attract
approximately�£4.5�billion�of�spending�by�visitors
from�overseas�annually.

• There�is�scope�to�improve�perceptions�of�the
‘welcome’�received�by�overseas�visitors;�research
suggests�that�the�reality�of�Britain’s�welcome
exceeds�pre-trip�perceptions.��Pubs�are�seen�as
offering�an�authentic�encounter�with�Brits.

•Britain’s�perceived�expense�is�frequently�mentioned
as�the�biggest�barrier�to�visiting.��The�cost�of
Sterling�fell�significantly�for�most�visitors�in�2008,�so
it�is�essential�to�keep�communicating�how�much
more�affordable�Britain�now�is.

Culture
The UK is viewed as the 4th most exciting country in terms of its
contemporary culture (eg. music, films, art, and literature).  It is also seen
as having a rich cultural heritage (7th).
The UK’s sporting prowess is also recognised (8th).

People
Other nations are often seen to be more welcoming than the UK (rank
13th), so there is room for improvement here.  However, perceptions of
British people are not negative; many would be positive about employing
a UK national (rank 5th) and would be open to having close friends from
the UK (5th).

tourism
If money were no object, the UK would (on average) be 8th on people’s
list of nations to visit.  The UK is seen as being rich in built/historical
heritage (4th position), with vibrant cities (4th).  However, it is not seen
as being a world-leader in terms of the richness of its natural beauty
(24th), so competitors have an advantage here considering that it is a
strong motivator to visit a destination.  Britain needs to showcase its most
outstanding landscapes to improve perceptions, whilst promoting its
other strengths, such as its heritage and culture to attract visitors...

the UK as a place to live
The UK is rated as the 2nd best place to study for educational
qualifications and 7th as a nation with a high quality of life – many people
would be prepared to live and work in the UK for a substantial period
(rank 7th).

exports
People feel positive about purchasing a product that says it was made in
the UK (ranking it as the 6th best nation on this aspect) and view the UK
as quite a creative place in terms of its cutting edge ideas and new ways
of thinking (5th).
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Attitudes towards Competitor Destinations
Qualitative research continually shows us that key competitors Italy and
France have a strong allure, especially when it comes to repeat travel.
Italy is seen to be passionate and exciting with good food and warm,
welcoming people. France is seen to be sophisticated, romantic with a
wealth of sensory experiences (food, fashion) and offers continuing
appeal. Consumer say that France and Italy are countries that people
want to go back to time and time again because within each country
there are various areas/regions that are so distinctive from each other
that are worth visiting and it’s this multi-faceted image that is driving
repeat travel.

Research conducted in Australia, New Zealand and Canada in 2008
explains that when Britain is compared to other destinations, consumers
feel these “other destinations” are able to offer beaches, different
cultures, better food and different languages, whereas Britain is seen to
be an extension of home. Britain is perceived to be easy to visit, has the
same language and people feel at ease when in Britain. Other positives
include that it has a rich culture, is modern yet historical and is in a good
central location to access Europe.

VisitBritain’s European Youth research (2008) shows that when
comparing Britain with nearby competitors (France, Germany, Spain and
Italy), Britain performs well as being a place with an interesting
history/heritage, traditional and cosmopolitan but is least associated with
being colourful or energetic. However we know from other adhoc
research that Britain is often perceived to be an educational destination
that doesn’t offer the fun, escapism the  youth market are often seeking.

Cultural Associations
Thinking of cultural products, the UK is most often associated with
museums, music, films, sports, and pop videos, reflecting its mixture of
cultural heritage and contemporary culture (NBI 2009).

the UK as a tourist Destination
Given that the UK is often associated UK with museums, it is not
altogether surprising it is primarily seen as ‘Educational’.  Whilst each of
these words is positive, an ‘educational’ destination in itself does not
arguably meet the emotional needs of the majority of holiday-makers.
Therefore it is essential that Britain is seen not only as a destination with a
world-class historical offering, but also as an exciting destination, with
the power to surprise and engage visitors on a more emotional level.
Encouragingly, the UK is also  seen as ‘Fascinating’ and ‘Exciting’, which
gives it greater pull as a holiday destination. 

The UK is seen by some to be ‘Romantic’ (more often by Asian nations)
and ‘Relaxing’, but not overwhelmingly so (NBI 2009).  Competitors such
as France and Italy, who are also seen to excel in offering world-class
culture and heritage are often seen as more romantic’ destinations than
the UK, so to differentiate itself the UK’s best strategy may be to
concentrate on offering ‘exciting’ experiences.

Britain�as�a�‘Museum’
The findings above have also been reflected in numerous qualitative
research projects that VisitBritain has conducted around the world.
Research commissioned by VisitBritain in Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand showed that Britain is often seen as ‘safe and cerebral’, and is
often perceived to be more about the sights than experiences.

Sometimes Britain is referred to as being like a museum; it is primarily an
educational experience rather than one that really provides the emotional
connection potential visitors are looking for. It is therefore essential to
build on Britain’s built heritage assets to provide an image of Britain (and
actual experiences) that meet the emotional needs of potential visitors,
creating urgency and excitement to visit now.

6) Perceptions of Britain (continued)
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Britain’s Culture and Heritage
Culture and heritage is the most important part of Britain’s tourism
offering as at some point it touches every visitors’ trip to Britain. Culture
is the single most important motivation for city trips, although relatively
few visitors view themselves as ‘cultural tourists’. However, whilst most
wouldn't classify themselves as cultural tourists, research has shown that
almost all tourists are interested to learn and experience the culture of
the destinations they visit.

It’s�Importance�to�Tourism

57% of respondents from 20 countries agreed that history and culture are
strong influences on their choice of holiday destination (only 15%
disagreed), so it is clear that destinations excelling in this area are likely to
be high on travellers’ consideration lists. Britain’s success in marketing
itself as an enticing tourist destination will ultimately hinge on the way it
presents its best assets which, as the following section shows, largely
revolve around its culture and heritage.

According to the Nation Brands Index, in terms of Culture, the UK is
perceived to be the fourth best nation out of fifty. This is as a result of
Britain being seen as the 4th best nation in terms of having an exciting
contemporary culture (eg music, films, art, and literature), 7th as a nation
with a rich cultural heritage, and 8th as a nation excelling at sports.
Britain is ranked 5th in terms of ‘Tourism’, partly thanks to its rich built
heritage (4th) and vibrant and exciting cities (4th). All in all the UK is
seen as a highly aspirational destination to visit (ranking 8th).

Culture and Heritage tourism’s importance is further demonstrated in the
proportion it contributes to the tourism economy. VisitBritain estimates
that Britain’s unique Culture and Heritage attracts £4.5bn worth of
spending by inbound visitors annually, equivalent to more than one
quarter of all spending by international visitors, and thereby underpins
more than 100,000 jobs across the length and breadth of Britain.

the 3 Pillars of Cultural tourism
There is universal agreement amongst the tourism industry that Cultural
Tourism is an incredibly difficult thing to define and there seems to be
little agreement on what actually constitutes “Cultural Tourism”.
Additionally it can be difficult to separate ‘Culture’ and ‘Heritage’ in the
mind of the consumer as they are inherently linked. Britain’s culture and
heritage offering is expansive and exists in many different forms such as
built/historical heritage, popular culture, living culture, shared culture,
cultural events, culinary culture, and cultural products to name but a few.

However, when we drill down, three key pillars seem to exist: Cultural
Heritage (eg Shakespeare), Built or Historical Heritage (eg Tower of
London) and Contemporary Culture (eg modern art, theatre).
Different mindsets underpin trips to Britain and visitors often act on a
continuum of experience from the shallow (“doing the attractions”;
“been there, done that”; “ticking off the list”) to the deeper more
meaningful experiences. With the latter, there can be more profound
interest in Britain and attractions eg the significance of attractions. Even
when culture is not the primary motivator for travel, visits to cultural
attractions are still an important part of the holiday experience.

6) Perceptions of Britain: strengths 

The�Role�of�Cities

City tourism and culture have a strong partnership – they are highly
interrelated although many city trippers don’t define themselves as
“cultural tourists” despite the activities they are undertaking. As we have
seen there are different types of “cultural tourists” and there are
opportunities to address their motivations in different ways. Cities that
are able to offer new reasons for a visit will be in a much stronger
position to face the competition. This involves the need to reinvent the
wheel and present new cultural tourism products to consumers.

Built�Heritage

Britain’s rich history and heritage continue to be strong drivers in
attracting visitors. Famous buildings and monuments , castles and
stately homes, and churches/cathedrals are all well regarded and
interest is reflected in visit numbers. Britain is seen as a world-class
destination in terms of its built heritage, ranked 4th out of 50 nations in
the Nation Brands Index (2009). The UK’s built heritage is most highly
regarded in Australia, the USA, Canada, and South Africa, but almost all
nations and age groups see Britain’s built heritage as a priority if they
were to visit Britain, so it should be very prominent in marketing
materials.

It is essential that Britain is seen not only as a destination with a
worldclass historical offering, but also as an exciting destination, with the
power to surprise and engage visitors on a more emotional level. One
way this could be achieved is by combining Britain’s heritage with
contemporary activities; castles hosting live concerts, museums holding
fashion shows, or adrenaline-packed speedboat rides on the Thames.
Research has shown these sorts of concepts to be particularly exciting for
potential visitors.

Cultural�Heritage

Britain is ranked 7th out of 50 nations in terms of its cultural heritage
(NBI) and is most highly regarded in the USA, Australia, Canada, South
Africa, Poland, Argentina, and Russia. Countries that have ancestral or
historical links with Britain are interested in Britain’s cultural heritage, as
to a large extent this is considered part of their own.

As each nation of the world has their own culture and customs, it would
be naive to assume that each nation would find every aspect of Britain’s
cultural heritage appealing. In fact, there is a great deal of variation in the
way that nations perceive it, but the positive story is that the diversity of
Britain’s culture means there is something for everybody.
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Contemporary Culture
Britain is ranked 4th out of 50 nations in terms of having an interesting /
exciting contemporary culture such as music, films, art and literature
(NBI, 2009), and 4th in terms of its vibrant and exciting cities. The UK’s
contemporary culture is most highly regarded in Sweden, Poland,
Australia, South Africa, Russia, Argentina, and Mexico.

Amongst the youth market, the UK is seen as a great destination for
music, fashion and alternative scenes. From a youth perspective, the US,
France, Italy (and Spain to a lesser degree) are Britain’s biggest
competitors.

VisitBritain’s research and analysis shows that Contemporary Cultural
activities often appeal more to particular age groups or nationalities than
others. This means it is particularly important to understand your
audience when marketing these sorts of activities.

Many contemporary activities currently appeal more to nations with
cultures not dissimilar to Britain’s. On balance, the Nordic nations are
most keen on these activities (especially night-time activities), whilst
other Western European nations, the Americas, and Australasia are much
more positive than Asian nations (for whom shopping clearly holds the
most appeal).

Over the centuries, Britain has had a huge amount of influence on world
culture and many visitors have an interest in British icons and symbols
they have heard so much about. However not all nations identify with
modern British cultural icons. Our challenge is to educate prospective
visitors that Britain is a cosmopolitan destination with a wide range of
experiences and activities on offer. However we need to be careful to
only accentuate the positives of cosmopolitan Britain as this
“cosmopolitaness” doesn’t necessarily appeal to everyone.

Britain’s�Key�to�Success

Britain’s mix of “culture” is key to our success: from heritage, the arts,
museums, through our creative industries (eg fashion, music, design,
media) to living / contemporary culture (eg language, traditions,
festivals, sport, cuisine). While some visitors exhibit a more profound
interest in learning and understanding rather than just seeing sights, a
much larger proportion are involved in “cultural activities” just by their
involvement in enjoying the intangibles of a place - soaking up the
atmosphere and watching life pass by.

So going forward, in order for Britain to survive as a must see destination
and to keep giving visitors a reason to keep coming back, British tourism
needs to look at how it presents its culture and heritage as an inspiring
mix of the old and the new. In communications we must show that
Britain is an evolving country and society, a dynamic evolution of food,
music, fashion, mix of people – a cool and modern society, yet that it still
retains its quintessential British values of fairness, confidence, humour
and outward focus. It is crucial to move people beyond perceptions of
Britain as a stagnant society stuck in post-war England and allow them to
experience the heart of genuine, evolving Britain which has managed a
synthesis between old and new.

A host of information about Britain’s Culture and Heritage can be found
in our Culture and Heritage Topic Profile.

6) Perceptions of Britain: strengths  (continued)

British�Pubs
British pubs ride high consistently on the list of positive perceptions
about Britain.  

Research (2007) into Britain’s “welcome” found that pubs are enjoyed by
all as a true “welcome” moment - a chance to feel part of an authentic
British life and to join in - not just be a “tourist”. This echoes years of
previous qualitative research across all markets and nationalities - the
pub is a real leveller and an asset to the brand.

According to the Nation Brands Index some nations, such as the Nordic
countries, Switzerland, the Netherlands, France, and Ireland going to  the
pub is seen as one of the top priorities for a trip to Britain. For other
nations, such as Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Singapore, India, Egypt, and
Turkey going to the pub is not seen to be one of Britain’s highlights
(probably due to a mixture of cultural and religious views). Therefore
concluding that going to a pub in Britain is far more appealing to more
mature markets than to markets that can be described as emerging.

Over 1.7million visitors from the USA went to the pub in 2007, and over
a million visitors from Ireland (1.3million), Germany (1.3million), and
France (1.2million) did likewise.  Exploring and sampling Britain’s many
pubs is a huge attraction and looking at the proportion of visitors from
each market who go to the pub, those from New Zealand (68%) and
Australia (64%) are most likely to go. British pubs are so well renowned in
these countries that they have recreated the “traditional British pub
scene” there. In fact, looking at the top ten it is clear that those countries
with strong historical and cultural links with the UK are most likely to go
to the pub, as are visitors from the Nordic countries.
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Interesting�Cities�and�Towns
One of the main reasons people come to Britain is to visit London.
London is a place many of them have grown up hearing about through
the media, on television, in films, through popular culture, celebrities and
so on. In many markets, especially the ones that are less familiar with
Britain and its parts (i.e. Scotland, Wales and England), Britain IS London
and there is a lack of awareness of other places outside London to visit.

However, in markets where visitors are more familiar with Britain, other
destinations and cities act as a driver to encourage repeat visits. Also
awareness in places such as Scotland demonstrates potential for further
visits. Trips to regional cities offer an alternative and authentic
experience that gives visitors the opportunity to get out of London and
off the well beaten London tourist trail. Regional cities help address
needs a holiday in London doesn’t always fully meet:

• The need to relax - busy, packed, stimulating experiences are also
tiring

• Desire to discover, to be a bit alternative, feel a bit of an explorer as
well as a tourist

• Want to do icons but aspire to a feeling of exploring, discovering for
self

• Desire to connect with the people – feel this is more possible and
enjoyable with the local people.

However, the main barriers stopping people from travelling to other
destinations are:
• Lack of specific knowledge – where do I go and what exactly can I do?
• Expensive turn-up-on-the-day train tickets
• How to get there from London (or indeed cheap flights from other

European destinations) and reassurance it is quite quick and easy
• Possibly may need some way to help get around

Interesting cities and towns is a key factor especially amongst younger
travellers as they are perceived to be trendy and fashionable destinations
(largely due to the media and music/art events). VisitBritain’s European
Youth research (2008) tells us that having fun and an exciting time are
the main motivations for holidaying abroad. This was essential for over
40% of youths and was particularly so for the Portuguese and Russian
youths. Relaxing with family, friends and treating themselves and
learning about another culture are other important reasons for travelling.
The research also showed that the primary motivation to travel to Britain
was for its famous buildings, museums, art galleries and interesting
towns and cities. Encouragingly, this was cited by almost one in five
youths.

The onslaught of low cost airlines has also helped to grow the
predominately European short breaks and cities breaks market as well as
helping regional spread.

London is perceived as a permanently fashionable destination and
amongst the upper classes London is regaining its up-market trendy
image and is attracting high-spending shoppers. Lifestyle trends, design
hotels, spas, trendy shops and fashionable destinations offering unique
experiences all appeal to these high net worths. However although
consumer familiarity with London’s famous icons is a good thing, there is
a sense that it lacks the excitement of seeing something new. There is
also a danger that Britain or London is slowly being de-prioritised by
newer, more exciting destinations (such as Asia).

Research shows that most people feel they should visit London/Britain at
least once in their lifetime but the problem seems to be convincing
people to come now. There is a sense that it has been around for so
many years there is no rush to visit it next.

Britain’s easily accessible public transport system is another reason
visitors enjoy exploring different areas around Britain and British cities.
Research showed that young Spaniards were most impressed with
Britain’s interesting cities and towns, and found getting around easy with
accessible public transport. They displayed a positive attitude towards
Britain (music scene, shopping, fashion, “in” destination) and have a high
propensity to use online services, including low-cost airlines. 

Although Britain’s transport system is a big positive, many visitors are still
confused about how long it takes to get from city to city and how easy it
really is (especially poor English speakers). Additionally, travellers that
come from fairly large countries such as Canada or Australia where they
can drive 5 or 6 hours to visit a friend, find it difficult to visualise that they
can get to another country (Cardiff to London) in 3 hours by train.

The Visitor Satisfaction research conducted in 2007 amongst 6 European
markets really highlights that Britain’s interesting cities and towns is one
of Britain’s main strengths and needs to be included in all key
communication.

6) Perceptions of Britain: strengths  (continued)
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Football
Football is Britain's most popular sport and has been played in the
country for centuries. Britain is also, of course, home to the world famous
Barclays Premier League, arguably the best football league in the world,
judging by its dominance of the latter stages of the Champions League in
recent years.

Football is a key trigger for international visitors wanting to come to
Britain, with 41% of all potential visitors wanting to attend a football game
and 1.2 million people actually attending a football game in 2007.

Britain has had an incredible influence on the development of modern
football; laying down the original regulations, establishing the basic
competitions and spreading the game quite literally worldwide. It is this
foundation which and has led to the development of the most watched
league in the world - the Premier League. 

The Premier League is particularly popular in Asia, where it is the most
widely distributed sports programme. For example, in China, matches
attract television audiences between 100 million and 360 million, more
than any other foreign sport. Additionally, worldwide there is a great deal
of interest in following players’ fortunes in the English Premier League.
but viewers also tune into the Premier League to see the talents of a
multitude of international (and British) stars such as Didier Drogba,
Wayne Rooney, Francesc Fabregas, Fernando Torres, Steven Gerrard,
and Frank Lampard. On average, Premier League Teams have 13 foreign
players each but some are almost entirely made of players from overseas.

Despite being highly rated by many nations, watching football falls
lower on the list when it comes to likelihood to participate; however this
can largely be explained by its appeal to men more than women.
Aspiration to watch a football match is highest in Asian nations, where
many opportunities to experience top-class football matches in the flesh
can be limited.

Attending a football match can often be a catalyst to travel to Britain as
seen in Malaysia. Malaysians are keen followers of British sports and may
plan a trip to Britain to see a British football team play.

Countryside/Parks
Research shows that ‘landscapes, coast and natural beauty’ are a key part
of Britain’s holiday experience. The British outdoors allows visitors to
discover areas they didn’t previously know about and get off the beaten
tourist trails. It also provides them with an opportunity to escape, relax
and unwind. These are two core needs expressed by holidaymakers
frequently in research. Finally it also allows them to see ‘real Britain’ and
connect with everyday British people going about their everyday lives. 

In the NBI, walking in and exploring the countryside were highlighted
overall as activities respondents said they would be very likely to do on a
visit to Britain - particularly among long-haul English-speaking markets
such as Canada, US, South Africa, Australia and New Zealand.  Figures
from the IPS tell us that one in five actual visitors went walking in the
countryside in 2007 and the proportion was indeed higher for the long-
haul English-speaking markets.  

Visitors frequently talk about Britain’s greenery which can come as a
surprise to many visitors, especially those from industrial cities such as
Shanghai, Delhi, Mexico City etc.  This perception of greenery also
relates to Britain’s parks and gardens. London is reputed to have more
green space than any other capital city in the world and this greenery is
seen to be a welcome break for many visitors. 

In 2009 5.4 million visitors to Britain from overseas said that they had
visited the countryside during their stay according to IPS results

English
The fact that English is spoken in Britain is seen to be a major plus for our
visitors. Not only does research tell us time and time again that English
continues to be the essential language to learn but British English has a
certain snob value over its competitors – the USA, Canada and Australia. 

Learning English in Britain is highly regarded as an activity in countries
where English is not so widely spoken. Turks regard it as the best activity
on offer in the UK, and they say it would be 6th on their list of priorities if
they were to visit Britain. Learning English is also highly regarded by
Egyptians, Eastern Europeans, Swiss, Italians, Spaniards, Latin
Americans, and many Asian nations such as China, Indonesia, Korea, and
Malaysia.

6) Perceptions of Britain: strengths  (continued)
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6) Perceptions of Britain: Barriers  

Welcome
Britain’s welcome is often talked about as an area where Britain doesn’t
perform well. This isn’t strictly speaking true. Britain is perceived to be a
fairly welcoming destination, however the reality is that many of Britain’s
competitors are seen to be more welcoming in comparison. Britain ranks
13th equal in the Nation Brands Index 2009 in terms of the welcome
potential visitors would expect to receive.

The CAA’s Passenger Survey, highlights the importance of delivering a
first -class welcome as a good welcome will lead to more emphatic
recommendations of the destination.

However, VisitBritain’s extensive research into welcome shows that first-
time visitors feel more welcome in Britain than they expect to. This
means that in reality, Britain’s welcome is better than the perceptions of
it. Britain is also perceived to be more welcoming by people that speak
English and are of Caucasian ethnicity. This partly explains why countries
such as the USA, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand see Britain as quite
welcoming. Britain’s multi-cultural diversity comes as a pleasant surprise
to many visitors and fuels a sense of inclusion, so presents an opportunity
to change perceptions of Britain.

For those countries that need a visa to visit, the perceived difficulty and
expense of getting a visa to visit Britain may mean that visitors choose to
holiday elsewhere. Additionally, reliance on travel agents in these
markets means that they can be key influencers on destination choice –
and from their point of view the expense and the need for a separate
British visa (on top of the Schengen visa) seriously undermines the
destination’s attractiveness.

Areas of welcome where Britain doesn’t performs quite as well are
airports, visas and immigration. Airports are currently viewed as the least
welcoming touch-point by visitors. Terminals have a ‘sameness’ about
them, offering no real sense of place – the loss of a considerable
marketing opportunity. Positive Britain imagery could be gainfully
employed to make visitors feel more welcome.

The ‘politeness of customs and immigration staff’ has a relatively high
level of impact on how welcome visitors feel in Britain – this shows it is an
important aspect of the visit to focus on maintaining and improving.
Some airports currently perform better than others for this.
How welcome visitors feel at accommodation has some influence over
how welcome they feel in Britain overall and how likely they are to
recommend it to friends and family. 

Experiences are often budget dependent, with premium hotels
consistently offering high quality service and facilities, but far more
mixed experiences at budget accommodation, although B&Bs have
shown that it is possible for ‘budget’ to be welcoming.

Attractions offer a real opportunity to make an impression on visitors and
make them feel welcome. They are usually the highlight of visitors’ trips,
and are seen as the most welcoming touch-point, giving a real reason to
recommend Britain.

Restaurants are one of the stronger drivers of how welcome visitors felt
in Britain, so it is important to ensure that they provide a warm,
welcoming experience. Currently, experiences are positive but
inconsistent – some restaurants offer fantastic service whereas at others
service is simply ‘ok’, so there is room for improvement. Visitors’
experiences may be broadly determined by their budget and the quality
of information they have about where to eat.

Getting outside London offers a more relaxed pace of life for visitors and
lets them get to know another side of ‘real Britain’. Encouraging more
visitors to explore outside London may offer them a different kind of
experience which some visitors may appreciate. Providing clear
information about transport and highlighting cheaper advance fares may
facilitate this.

Aside from the somewhat more obvious touchpoints (i.e. attractions,
accommodation, restaurant and so on) as discussed above, research has
highlighted a number of ‘hidden opportunities’ – activities that have a
high impact on visitors’ likelihood to recommend Britain, but are not
necessarily reasons to visit in the first place.  Encouraging more visitors to
try Britain’s theatres/performing arts, pubs, festivals, cultural and live
music events, and markets can really make a difference to visitors feeling
welcome and spark that all-important emotional connection with Britain.
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6) Perceptions of Britain: Barriers  (continued)

the Weather
There can be little doubt that the weather plays an enormously important
role in determining where people go on a tourism trip, what they do once
they get there and the types of businesses whose cash desks see the
briskest business.  

‘But isn’t it always rainy in the UK?’ is a question journalists and other
frequently ask but there is no research evidence to truly suggest British
weather is a real barrier to visitors.

By comparing the average conditions experienced across the year in
London to those in other cities, we can help explode some, but perhaps
not all, of the myths held about British weather.

Britain has a northerly latitude meaning that in the summer days are long,
but in the winter days are short. Being surrounded by the Atlantic Ocean
to the west and North Sea to the east Britain is subject to a maritime
climate. In essence this means that extremes are rare in Britain, but
precipitation and cloud cover are common, particularly so as one heads
further north and west. Fog is a further characteristic that is closely
associated with a maritime climate.

Britain certainly gets periodic bouts of ‘ weather’, but in general
‘extremes’ are very rare. This can act in our favour when it comes to
attracting inbound visitors, for example a visitor from the United Arab
Emirates may well decide that a trip to Britain in August is a fine idea, as it
will enable them to escape from typical daily highs of 48°C, and equally a
resident of Edmonton in Canada would find Britain’s January
temperatures positively balmy in comparison to the average daily high of
-9°C back in their home city.
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What do overseas residents think the weather is like in Britain? To
answer this question we can take a look at the Anholt-GMI Nations Brand
Index - an on-line survey of between 200 and 1,000 consumers in some
three-dozen countries worldwide. Respondents were asked to consider
two statements, scoring each on a scale of 1 to 7, where 1 = strongly
disagree and 7 = strongly agree. The first statement was:
“Britain is always wet and foggy”.

The average score for this statement was 4.48, suggesting that
respondents tended to agree (although not strongly) with this statement.

However, potentially unpredictable weather is certainly not perceived as
a barrier to visiting Britain. We know this to be so courtesy of responses
to the second statement that respondents were asked to consider,
namely:“I would not want to visit Britain because of the weather there”.

The average score for this question was just 2.76, indicative of strong
disagreement with the statement. The message here is that although we
need to do more to convince potential visitors that British weather is far
better than they might imagine, we are not actually foregoing significant
inbound visitor spending due to the misconceived belief that wherever
you go in Britain you will need to take an umbrella.

The weather can impact on tourism in a variety of ways; by motivating a
trip, acting as a deterrent, or simply making a trip impossible. Falling into
this latter category are not just ‘violent’ weather events such as
thunderstorms or gale force winds, but more benign weather such as
fog, which caused considerable disruption to traffic at London’s
Heathrow Airport during the week before Christmas in 2006.

It is the more dramatic weather events that receive greater attention, for
example the deluge. Even if asked after a month-long drought, there is
little doubt that when asked to conjure up an image that typifies British
weather most people will mention the mud at Glastonbury rather than a
field of corn swaying gently in the heat of the midday sun, but as we
have seen, the weather in Britain is not discouraging overseas residents
to visit, and in most cases domestic tourists are able to adjust their day-
to-day plans to take account of the prevailing weather.
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British Food and Drink
This still comes up as an issue in overseas markets; it’s almost a hardened
stereotype, but also a very subjective one and one which will vary by, the
experiences they had (eg walking around with a guidebook in Leicester
Square) and their budget. Other elements also come into play; for
example, are the French ever going to admit to liking British food and it is
well known that most Asians prefer eating Asian food anyway.

But - food and drink are not only necessities in life but also a source of
pleasure. In a holiday context they provide direct access to a local culture
and can be a leveller because of the interaction with local people that is
required.

Domestically things are changing and food is starting to become a key
driver. Research conducted over the past couple of years has shown
that English visitors are interested in trying local food and drink whilst on
holiday. Qualitatively, on the overseas front although “poor food” is
mentioned consistently, this tends to be in cases when people haven’t
actually been to Britain. Whilst qualitative research amongst actual
visitors shows that it is quite common to be pleasantly surprised at the
range and variety available. Most nationalities express a desire to “try”
regional food and drink but this is viewed somewhat as a sense of
“novelty” eg try a full cooked breakfast, or fish & chips - just the once -
rather than an understanding that people will enjoy the culinary
experience holistically in Britain (as they do in France or Italy).

Though most respondents in nearly all of VisitBritian’s research mention
the poor food reputation Britain has, they nevertheless recognised and
welcomed the inclusion of several food elements in the concepts, which
are perceived as distinctively British. These are fish & chips, scones
(described as crumpets by many Americans) and Indian/ethnic food.
Indeed, many of those who had previously visited Britain said that their
experience of food in Britain was better than the British food reputation.

Trying local foodstuffs is seen as a key reason to travel and many
potential travellers are interested in trying different types of local food. In
a VisitBritain online survey respondents from Singapore said they would
even travel to different places within the UK to sample local fare and
afternoon tea and fish and chips were the most popular things to try
when visiting the Britain.

There is one phenomenon in recent years that, in one stroke, has given
Britain a street food scene – the farmers market.The grand-daddy of this
trend is none other than Borough Market. This once very 'farmers
market' is now not so much a farmers market but gourmet food
emporium.

Promoting regional food and produce is another hook which could be
used to encourage visitors to explore destinations outside of London.
Drinks were perceived as another facet of the food reputation, and here
Britain was felt to fare rather well. As well as the distinctive drinks
themselves – from tea to beers and whisky – the sense of ritual
(especially with tea-time) and local customs suggested a distinctive and
vibrant way of life. 

This connected with another theme, that of the British pub. As we saw
earlier pubs can be a real welcoming leveller and give tourists a chance to
feel a part of an authentic British life and to join in. The potential
downside of alcohol as an icon of Britain is the connection that can be
made with drunks and hooliganism.

Britain is home to some of the world’s best chefs, and many of them have
now become national and international celebrities. In fact many “trainee”
French chefs are coming over to Britain to cook as they find the cooking
style in Britain a lot less restrictive. British cookery programmes (such as
Jamie Oliver, Gordon Ramsey’s F Word, Masterchef, Hell’s Kitchen, Gary
Rhodes and Rick Stein) are popular in many countries around the world
and are all raising the profile of British food. However perceptions take
time to change.

expensiveness
The expense of a trip to Britain is frequently mentioned by both visitors
and prospective visitors. This perception has largely been shaped by the
strong pound (2003 - 2007) versus key international currencies. 

The high strength of the pound over these years has been problematic,
as word of mouth has only exacerbated things as visitors have
experienced an increased level of ‘expensiveness’ of a destination that is
already perceived that way. This hasn’t been helped by low cost air fares
(oddly enough) as they  only accentuated this perception in comparison
with accommodation and other holiday related costs.

In 2008, the pound decreased and has therefore made Britain a lot more
affordable over the past couple of years for international visitors.
However perceptions take a long time to change and perceptions of
expense still come top of the list when talking to consumers about
potential barriers to visit. Interestingly consumers also talk about the
expense of getting to Britain. 

On a positive note, research conducted amongst business extenders in
China explained that expensiveness isn’t necessarily always a bad thing.
In countries where fakes are in abundance such as Asia, visitors say they
feel reassured in the expense of an item, which in turn makes them
believe it is the genuine thing. Visitors also said they felt the expense of
Britain is worth it. Britain is a high status destination and Chinese
respondents felt it was worth spending the necessary money to enjoy
their experience.  

6) Perceptions of Britain: Barriers  (continued)
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Visas
In all of our six  visa markets, (China, Russia, Thailand, South Africa, UAE
and India) visas do come up as a potential barrier to travel, especially
now that biometric visas have been introduced. 

The UK is at a particular disadvantage compared with key European
destinations, as it sits outside the Schengen zone, where one visa
provides access to 25 states, including the key competitors of France,
Germany, Italy and Spain. This is particularly an issue in developing
markets, where first-time visitors are more likely to book a trip visiting
several European countries, the additional cost and expense of a UK visa
means that operators are more likely to exclude the UK.

In the 2009 Anholt-GfK Nation Brands Index, VisitBritain sponsored
three questions about the ease and cost of obtaining a visa to visit Britain.
The survey, which covered 1,000 online consumers in each of 20
countries, asked for responses to three statements connected with visas.
Respondents in Russia and particularly South Africa were most likely to
agree that “Getting a visa to visit Britain from my country is difficult”. Half
of all South Africans agreed with the statement, compared with 44% of
Russians and just over a third of those in China and India.

In total, 62% of those in South Africa agreed that “Getting a visa to visit
Britain from my country is expensive”, with 29% strongly agreeing,
indicating the impact of introducing a visa requirement in April 2009.
More than half of respondents in India agreed that a visa was expensive,
while slightly less than half agreed in China and Russia.

Around a quarter of respondents in both Russia and South Africa
strongly agreed that “The cost of getting a British visa means I am more
likely to holiday elsewhere”, while around half agreed to some extent.
This shows a potential loss of revenue to the UK economy that visa
requirements may be causing. By comparison, 39% in India and 29% in
China agreed that they were likely to holiday elsewhere due to the
expense of obtaining a British visa.

The requirement for Taiwanese visitors to obtain a visa was removed in
April 2009, and visitor statistics from the International Passenger Survey
(IPS) estimate that visits from Taiwan grew by 40% in 2009. Sample sizes
are low, so are subject to some variability, but the size of the increase
suggests that abolishing the visa requirement has benefited this market.
In March 2010, China Airlines launched a non-stop passenger service
between Taipei and London, saying that the dropping of visa restrictions
had encouraged more people to visit the UK.

By contrast, visas were introduced for South African visitors from April
2009, and statistics from the IPS indicate that visits from South Africa fell
by 11% in the whole of 2009.

The industry view is that although the cost of a visa is significant -
especially for markets such as China, where there is a propensity towards
pan-European holidays rather than a single European country - the key
factor limiting growth from these markets is access to gaining a biometric
visa. The requirement for all members of a party (including children) to
travel to a visa centre during office hours to have their fingerprints and
iris scans taken makes the system much less accessible than previously.
Consequently, the UK is perceived as being a less welcoming destination
for these visitors, which will inevitably have an impact on visitor numbers
and revenue.

If there are further delays in the roll-out of biometric applications across
all Schengen nations, Britain will continue to remain at a competitive
disadvantage.

In 2003, Australia introduced a new visa initiative in India called the
“Aussie Specialist” scheme. Three categories of travel agent were given
authority to get the client to fill in the form and approve the application
either online or offline, with or without documents. The travel agent is
responsible for checking the applicant’s credentials and will be
blacklisted permanently if the client abuses the visa privileges in any way.
Thus the Australian consular office has passed the onus of screening and
documentation to the travel agent and lessened its own workload; the
travel agents are loathe to lose this facility so are very careful about who
they recommend; and the clients are happy because they get their visas
more quickly. 

The tourism industry would like to see relevant UK government
departments and agencies implement an easier, more user-friendly and
cheaper visa application process to maintain the UK’s competitive
position against other destinations, especially during this period of
economic slowdown.

Specific proposals include:

• Freezing visa charges and any plans to extend the number of key
tourism source countries that require visas.

• Introducing a European extension visa: this is a “bolt-on” visa in
VisitBritain’s core overseas markets of China, India, Russia, South
Africa, Thailand and United Arab Emirates so that visitors from these
countries who have already obtained a Schengen visa can apply for a
UK visa at a reduced price

• Allowing visitors to make visa applications in local languages
• Minimising delays and providing a greater number of processing

centres, perhaps by trialling shared facilities in key markets as
biometrics are rolled out across the Schengen zone

• Investing in training for immigration staff to provide a speedier and
friendlier welcome for visitors.

VisitBritain and the tourism industry understand and share the aim of the
UK Border Agency to have safe and secure borders: incidents of
terrorism or organised crime do not tend to encourage holidaymakers.
However, this needs to sit alongside an image of Britain as being a
welcoming and accessible destination for legitimate visitors.

6) Perceptions of Britain: Barriers (continued)
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Current and Forecast Market size
The United Nations World Tourism Organisation (UNWTO) estimate
there were 880 million international tourist arrivals worldwide in 2009
(down 4.3% on 2008) and that worldwide receipts from international
tourism fell by 5.8% to US$852billion (611 billion euros).  UNWTO
forecast that 2010 will be another tough year for global tourism, but with
arrivals growing by 3-4% on 2009.

The forecast for arrivals to Europe is for growth in arrivals of between 1%
and 3%.  Globally in 2008, 51% of all international tourist arrivals were
motivated by leisure, recreation and holidays, 15% business travel and
27% travel for other purposes, such as visiting friends and relatives
(VFR), religious reasons/pilgrimages and health treatment. (7%
unspecified). (UNWTO)

In 2009, the UK accounted for 3.2% of all international tourist arrivals and
3.5% of expenditure (in US$ terms). (UNWTO)

Current Volume and Value statistics / trends
In a difficult year for tourism worldwide, provisional data shows that visits
to the UK from overseas dropped to 29.9 million in 2009.  Despite this,
2009 set a record for spend in nominal terms with £16.6 billion, largely
thanks to the weakness of Sterling which meant that visitors’ currencies
went further.

VisitBritain forecasts that 2010 will be a challenging year, with inbound
arrivals likely to decline by 0.7%, and receipts to increase by 1.3% in
nominal terms.  The risks sit heavily on the downside for arrivals, but if
sterling remains weak, receipts may outperform the forecast.

International tourism top spenders - the source “Pot”
According to the UNWTO ‘Tourism Barometer’, in 2009, expenditure on
international tourism trips amounted to $852bn.  The top ten world
source markets accounted for 47% of all international tourism spending
worldwide, with five out of the top ten being Western European markets.
China is now the fourth most valuable source market and is likely to
leapfrog the UK in the near future, having increased in value by more
than $30bn since 2000.  In 2009, Brazil was 20th and India 24th in the
outbound tourism expenditure league table.

Key Competitor Destinations
The UNWTO has released figures showing the top international tourism
destinations, both in terms of arrivals and receipts in 2009.

Visits
The UK retains 6th position in terms of arrivals, accounting for 3.2% of all
international arrivals (3.3% in 2008).  Note that the UK figure is for
‘staying visits’ and excludes ‘day trip’ visits in order to be consistent with
data for other countries. There are no changes among the rankings of the
top six nations, but Turkey continues its climb up the table and is now in
striking distance of the UK. Malaysia enters the top ten for the first time
in 9th spot, having leapfrogged Mexico.  Germany climbed one place to
8th.

spend
'The UK retains seventh place with no change in the order of the top ten.
The UK now accounts for 3.5% of international tourism receipts (3.8% in
2008). Note that as all figures are converted from local currency to US
dollars comparison between years can be influenced as much by
exchange rates as by genuine growth or contraction in spending in any
one destination.

7) Market size, share and Forecasts for Growth

IPs 2008 2009 Change 

year on year

Total Visits 31,888,000  29,889,000 -6%

Total Spend £16.32 £16.59 +2%

billion billion

Average Spend 
£511 £554 +8%

per Visit (AEV)

Average Spend  
£66 £72 +9%

per Day (AED)

toP 10 spend UK’s Market share

(Us$ billion) (of visits)

Germany 80.8 3.6%

USA 73.2 3.9%

UK 48.5 n/a

China 43.7 0.3%

France 38.5 10.0%

Italy 27.8 4.5%

Japan 25.1 1.2%

Canada 24.2 2.4%

Russia 20.8 0.5%

Netherlands 20.7 6.3%

VIsIts
Rank Country Million

1 France 74.2

2 USA 54.9

3 Spain 52.2

4 China 50.9

5 Italy 43.2

6 United Kingdom 28.0

7 Turkey 25.5

8 Germany 24.2

9 Malaysia 23.6

10 Mexico 21.5

sPenD
Rank Country Us$ bn

1 USA 94.2

2 Spain 53.2

3 France 48.7

4 Italy 40.2

5 China 39.7

6 Germany 34.7

7 United Kingdom 30.1

8 Australia 25.6

9 Turkey 21.3

10 Austria 19.4
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Key Insights
• The�UK�is�the�6th�most�visited�destination�by

international�tourists�but�is�losing�market�share.

• Outbound�travel�from�countries�in�developing�parts
of�the�world�is�growing�rapidly,�but�international
travel�is�primarily�intra-regional�rather�than�inter-
regional,�so�Western�European�markets�continue�to
offer�growth�potential�for�Britain’s�inbound�visitor
economy.

•The�top�10�overseas�markets�make�up�68%�of�all
overseas�visits�and�56%�of�overseas�spend,�with�the
USA�alone�accounting�for�13%�of�all�spending.



top UK Inbound Markets (IPs 2009)
IPS data for 2009 shows that the top ten overseas markets make up 68%
of all overseas visits, and 56% of all inbound spend. 

In terms of visits there was no change in the rank order of the top ten
from 2008 to 2009, apart from Belgium and Australia swapping places.

In the spend league, there was no change in the order of the top five, but
Australia and the Netherlands both overtook Italy to take 6th and 7th
spots respectively.  Canada dropped a place to 9th and Switzerland came
into the top ten, replacing Poland in 10th spot.

Growth Markets - Visits (IPs 2009) 
Although Poland sits second in the table below in terms of growth, it
should be noted that visits fell 30% in 2009.  Prior to that, the Polish
market had shown an astonishing amount of growth, driven by inclusion
into the EU in 2004.  This meant that many migrants came to the UK to
work, leading to an increase in Poles visiting friends and relatives in the
UK and coming to the UK for business, whilst holiday visits benefited
too.

Other than other accession countries such as the Czech Republic and
Hungary, visits from Latin American countries such as Brazil and
Argentina have grown significantly over the last five years, as have visits
from the GCC countries (Gulf Cooperation Council) such as the UAE,
Saudi Arabia, Qatar and Kuwait.

Closer to home, Spain and Denmark have continued to show impressive
growth.

Growth Markets/Markets in Decline
The fastest growing and declining markets for spend 2000-2009 are:

7) Market size, share and Forecasts for Growth (cont.)

Growth Markets Visits 2009 % Growth (last 5 years)

Argentina 69,000 +118%

Poland 1,041,000 +97%

Brazil 151,000 +93%

United Arab Emirates 246,000 +68%

Other Gulf States 159,000 +66%

Spain 2,164,000 +48%

Czech Republic 389,000 +42%

Saudi Arabia 89,000 +40%

Hungary 260,000 +38%

Denmark 614,000 +29%

Growth (£m)

Spain 592

Irish Republic 468

France 467

Australia 339

Poland 302

Decline (£m)

USA -579

Japan -151

Canada -37

Sweden -24

Hong Kong -23

top 10 Visits 2009 (million visits) % of all Visits

France 3.8 12.7%

Irish Republic 2.9 9.9%

UsA 2.9 9.6%

Germany 2.8 9.3%

spain 2.2 7.2%

netherlands 1.7 5.7%

Italy 1.2 4.1%

Poland 1.0 3.5%

Australia 0.9 3.1%

Belgium 0.9 3.0%
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top 10 spend 2009  (£ million) % of all spend

UsA £2,173 13.1%

Germany £1,167 7.0%

France £1,151 6.9%

Irish Republic £1,038 6.3%

spain £1,001 6.0%

Australia £856 5.2%

netherlands £599 3.6%

Italy £591 3.6%

Canada £408 2.5%

switzerland £382 2.3%
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travel to the UK from Different World Regions
There were 31.9 million visits to the UK in 2008 (IPS).  According to

Tourism Decision Metrics, there are forecast to be 19% more visits in

2014.

The chart above shows which regions of the world provided most visits

to the UK in 2008.  It is immediately clear that the majority of visits to the

UK (65%) came from Western European nations.

North American nations (the USA, Canada and Mexico) provided 13% of

visits and Emerging European nations an additional 10%.

The remaining 12% of visits came from other parts of the world, with

Oceania accounting for 4%, Asia for 4%, the Middle East and Africa for

3%, and Latin America for 1%.

Forecast Visits from World Regions 2009-2014
The chart below shows forecasts from Tourism Decision Metrics for
travel from each world region to the UK over the coming years.  The
number of forecast visits relative to 2008 are shown.

Travel from Western Europe is forecast to show the strongest growth in
absolute terms, with approximately 3.5million additional visits (18%) in
2014.  North America is also expected to provide a significant increase in
visitor numbers (900,000) by 2014 (an increase of 24%).

Other regions are also forecast to grow in the long-term.  Southeast Asia
(+62%) and Northeast Asia (+39%) are expected to show the strongest
growth by 2014 in percentage terms, representing an additonal 150,000
and 240,000 visits respectively.

Africa and Emerging Europe are expected to grow at the slowest rate,
with just 7.4% growth each by 2014.

7) Market size, share and Forecasts for Growth (cont.)

All data is taken from Tourism Economics, an Oxford Economics
company. The Tourism Decision Metrics (TDM) model forecasts
future international tourism flows, based on historic
economic/tourism data and future economic forecasts.  It assumes
that there are no barriers to tourism growth (eg no limit to
route/airport capacity, no new visa regulations) and, as a forecast, it is
clearly subject to external shocks which may be natural or man-made,
so should be taken as a guide only.

Forecasts for Growth from source Markets
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The UK’s five largest markets in 2008 (France, Ireland, the USA,
Germany and Spain) are forecast to remain the five largest in 2014,
accounting for an additional 3.3 million visits between them.  Ireland, the
second largest market in 2008 is expected to fall to fourth in the rankings
by 2014 (despite 18% growth), with faster growth forecast from the USA
(30%) and Germany (29%).  France is expected to remain top of the ‘visits
league’, growing by 12% itself.

Visits from China to the UK are expected to grow at a faster rate than
from any other source market (89%) by 2014, making it the UK’s 30th
largest market, one place behind Brazil (which is expected to grow by
18%).  Despite China’s astounding predicted growth, it must be
remembered that this represents an increase of just under 100,000 visits.
Amongst the other BRIC nations, India is forecast to grow by 29% (over
100,000 extra visits) and Russia by 24% (50,000 extra visits) by 2014.

Ultimately, we need to remember that it is important to consider both the
absolute growth and the percentage growth forecast for each market to
understand the ramifications.  More detail on forecast growth from each
market can be found in the relevant chapter of each of the Market
Profiles (however, please note that forecasts on this page are currently
more up-to-date than the forecasts in each of the Market Profiles) .

Forecast top 30 source Markets in 2014
The chart below shows which markets Tourism Decision Metrics
forecasts to be the top 30 source markets for the UK in 2014, with the
forecast number of visits to the UK shown by the red dots.  The blue bars
show the number of visits recorded in 2008.
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Gateways/Access to Britain
The importance of air travel to the UK inbound visitor economy was
evident during the disruption seen in April 2010 due to the cloud of
volcanic ash from Iceland resulting in the closure of airspace.

In 2009, IPS statisitcs show 74% of overseas visitors travelled to the UK
by air, 15% by sea, and 11% by Tunnel. 

Unsurprisingly, visitors from Europe are least likely to take a plane, with
over 30% coming by sea or tunnel.  A fairly high proportion of visitors
from Latin America also sought alternatives to air travel as they ventured
to mainland Europe on a multi-country trip.  Visitors from Africa and the
Middle East were most likely to fly.

Heathrow Terminal 5 opened in March 2008, and after a period of well
publicised operational difficulties the facility is now working well and has
helped to deliver an uplift in the punctuality and lost-luggage
performance of the Terminal’s sole carrier, British Airways.  In summer
2010 the terminal handled its 50 millionth passenger.  Terminal 2 has
now closed and will be demolished.  BAA intends to replace Terminal 1
and Terminal 2 with a new Heathrow East Terminal over the next few
years.

The coalition government has made it clear that it does not support
airport expansion in the South East of England meaning that plans for a
second runway at Stansted and a third runway at Heathrow have been
shelved.

A decision on the future structure of Air Passenger Duty is expected in
the autumn of 2010, with one possible outcome being that the levy is
replaced by a ‘per plane’ tax that would take into account factors such as
distance being flown and environmental credentials of the aircraft.

The new government has indicated that it wants to see plans for High
Speed rail to be pushed forward, with an initial stretch of track linking
London (and possibly Heathrow) with the Midlands and North of
England.

8) access to Britain
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Air sea tunnel

europe 69% 19% 13%

north America   89% 4% 8%

Latin America    74% 9% 17%

Africa   94% 3% 2%

Middle east   97% 2% 2%

Asia   88% 4% 8%

Australasia   83% 8% 9%
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Key Insights
• Three�out�of�every�four�visitors�from�overseas�to

Britain�use�an�aeroplane�to�get�here.

• Britain�is�a�vital�cog�in�the�global�aviation�network
with�direct�links�from�119�nations�in�2009,�but
competitor�destinations�across�Asia�and�the�Middle
East�are�investing�heavily�in�expanding�their�own
connectivity�and�aviation�infrastructure.

• Visitors�from�markets�including�Russia,�India�and
China�all�need�a�visa�to�visit�Britain.��A�visa�now
costs�£68�which�can�act�as�a�competitive
disadvantage�in�some�markets�in�comparison�to�a
Schengen�visa�which�allows�travel�across�some�two-
dozen�European�countries.����
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Air
CAA figures reveal the number of nations with direct scheduled air links
to Britain in 2009 stood at 119, with 1.435 separate scheduled air routes
operating from overseas to the UK.  This undoubtedly makes Britain one
of the best internationally connected nations of its size in the world.

Analysis of global airline seat capacity data (sourced from
www.capstats.com) reveals that around three out of every ten available
airline seats is to be found on a route with a destination in North America.
Asia is now firmly ahead of Europe in terms of seat capacity, being the
destination for 29% of all airline seats this year, with Europe accounting
for less than one-in-four of all seats.   

Looking at the origin of seat capacity that arrives at UK airports shows
that 54% of seats originate at a European airport and 23% of all available
seats are on domestic routes.  North America accounts for the next
largest share at 9%, with 5% of seats originating from an airport in Asia.

The chart below shows trends in seat capacity and aircraft departures to
the UK over the past few years.  It is clear that 2007 was the peak year for
capacity, with the aviation industry responding to the global economic
downturn by cutting capacity sharply in 2008 and 2009.  The picture for
2010 is one of stability in the level of capacity.

Channel�Tunnel�

VisitBritain’s Foresight (August 2007) examined Channel Tunnel visits in
more detail. One-in-ten inbound visitors use the Channel Tunnel (either
a Eurostar train or Le Shuttle services) to reach Britain. However, this
group of visitors accounts for only 6% of inbound visitor spend due to the
fact that, on average, they stay for just five nights, with an average spend
per visit below £280 (the overall average for inbound visitors is £486).

A significant proportion of visitors coming to Britain via the tunnel are
residents of France (42%), with a further 12% coming from Belgium.
Nonetheless, many other countries feature, reminding us that many of
our inbound visitors are combining a trip to Britain with time spent in
other countries. 

Of particular note is the fact that 8% of visitors using the tunnel are US
residents, potentially on a European tour. Another way of looking at the
importance of the Channel Tunnel in different markets is to consider the
proportion of visitors from different countries who choose this mode of
travel. A greater proportion of Belgian than French visitors tend to arrive
via the Channel Tunnel, and around a fifth of visitors from both Poland
and the Czech Republic choose this route.

Looking at the gender mix of inbound visitors using the Channel Tunnel
reveals that 57% are male, with 43% female. About one-in-eight inbound
visitors who use the Channel Tunnel report that they are on a package
tour, whereas the overwhelming majority are travelling independently.

Just over a quarter of all visitors using the Channel Tunnel are aged
under 24, with only one-in-eight aged 55 or older.  These figures suggest
that the tunnel seems to appeal to a slightly younger demographic than
air travel, as only 16% of visitors who travel by air are under 24 with
nearly one-in-five aged 55 or older.

Ferry

VisitBritain’s Foresight (August 2007) examined seaborne visits in more
detail. Some seventeen British ports spread around the coastline can be
reached from no fewer than twenty-one foreign seaports.  However, this
is a market in decline.  The Channel Tunnel is now almost as important a
mode as the ferry in terms of inbound visitor volumes, and there has
been exceptionally strong growth in airborne visitors during the past few
years.  In 1993 31% of inbound visitors used a ferry; in 2009 it was 15%.

As you would expect, near European neighbours are most likely to travel
to UK in this way - most visits come from Germany, France, Ireland,
Netherlands, Belgium and Poland (these account for three-quarters of
the ferry market).

The high number of lorry drivers (reflected in IPS as “business” visits)
using a ferry in order to get to and from Britain is one of the contributory
factors to the comparatively low daily spending totals of ferry visitors.

The average length of stay for seaborne visitors is close to that for those
using the Channel Tunnel, but with a slightly lower spend per visit.  A
visitor departing by sea will, on average, have spent less than half that of
an inbound visitor departing by air.

8) access to Britain (continued)
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Visas
UK visa figures used relate to visas issued in these countries, they
include visas issued to nationals and non-nationals of each respective
country applying to visit the UK from that country. Six of VisitBritain’s
overseas markets currently require a visa to enter the UK for a visit of
under 6 months duration: China, India, UAE, Thailand, Russia and since
March 2009 South Africa.

Visa Applications
UKvisas statistics show total applications fell 3% in 2008/9 to 2.43
million.  Visa applications fell across all visa categories with the exception
of student visas.  The overall refusal rate in 2008/9 was 19%, up from
18% the year before.  

The table below is taken from the UK Border Agency Visa Statistics
2008/9 and shows the number of visas that were applied for and issued. 

Visa Costs
The cost of a UK visitor visa increased on 1st April 2010 from £67 to £68.
This particularly affects key markets in China, India, Russia, Thailand,
South Africa and UAE, and, depending on prevailing exchange rates, can
represent a value for money challenge in comparison with a visa to
explore the Schengen bloc.

Visa Accessibility
Indications from consumer and trade research in China (May 2007)
suggest that cost is not the biggest issue, rather the concern over
accessibility and a perception that the British visa is harder to get.The
travel trade in China is more than aware that adding Britain (and a
separate visa process to Schengen) to a tour itinerary adds both time,
effort and cost to a business, which is already booming with demand for
other destinations and cross-Europe itineraries.

VisitBritain is able to make it easier for Chinese consumers and the trade
to plan for the visa application process by providing the information
needed for things to go smoothly, and reassuring people that if they do it
in the right way then it need not be more difficult to get than any other
visa. 

Additionally, VisitBritain is working in partnership with the UK Border
Agency to improve the welcoming atmosphere and range of services
available for visitors to Britain inside the Visa Application Centres.
Operating under the Britain Travel Shop name, this service is available in
the form of VisitBritain-manned counters whereby visa applicants can
buy UK tourism products such as maps, attraction tickets, transport
tickets and sightseeing tours. In some countries there is not a VisitBritain
kiosk, but applicants can still purchase the products from the visa centre
staff. As of August 2010 the Britain Travel Shop is operating in India,
Saudi Arabia, UAE, Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, Singapore and South Africa.
We have also improved information provision through the distribution of
the publication Britain Planner, offering a quarterly insight into the best
things to do once applicants arrive in the country.

8) access to Britain (continued)

Post Applications Issued

Chennai 48,875 43,140

Mumbai    66,930 55,985

new Delhi     66,055 57,485

Moscow     108,775 100,025

st Petersburg   9,975 9,415

Yekaterinburg  1,460 1,360

Beijing   35,930 32,935

Chongging 3,285 2,950

Guangzhou 17,070 15,720

shanghai   29,675 28,200

Bangkok   31,015 28,070

Abu Dhabi 25,970 21,320

Dubai   38,355 32,495
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Long term trends
In volume terms 2007 was the record year for inbound visits to the UK
with 32.8 million overseas visits.  Since then we have seen a near 10%
decline to 29.9 million, but as is evident from the chart this still
represents a doubling since the late 1980s.  

The decline in 2001 due to the Foot and Mouth outbreak and events of
11 September is clear, as is the strong growth in inbound tourism over
the period 2004-7 driven largely by the expansion of the European
Union.

Looking at inbound visitor spend adjusted to 2009 prices we can see that
2006 was the record year, but also that the £16.6bn recorded in 2009 is
not that much higher than the £16.1bn at 2009 prices seen back in 1996.
Nevertheless, the amount of spending by inbound visitors to Britain has
doubled in real terms over the past thirty years.  

Purpose of Visit
the Holiday Market
The biggest proportion of overseas visitors come to the UK for holiday
purposes (38% in 2009).  The share of Holiday visits increased in 2009
due to the combination of a 5% growth in Holiday visits and a decline in
Business and VFR visits.  Despite tough economic conditions in 2009, the
weakness of Sterling meant that the UK represented good value for
many visitors, encouraging more Holiday visits, especially from the
Eurozone.

Markets where Holiday is the by far the most dominant visit purpose are:
Mexico (58%), Brazil (57%), Japan (57%), Argentina (55%), South Korea
(55%), Italy (54%) and Austria (53%). 

(See the chart in the next column)

VFR and the British expatriate Market
The world is shrinking and more and more people are choosing to live,
study and work abroad. The UK is particularly popular – and this means
an influx also of VFR visits – but is kin becoming more of a pull than
tourism?

VFR overtook business visits in 2004 to be the second main purpose of
visit to the UK after holiday visits.  Up until 2008 it had been the only
segment showing consistent growth since 1999.  However, VFR visits
dropped significantly with the economic downturn in 2009 (down 10%).
This meant that its share of the inbound tourism pie fell from 31% of all
visits in 2008 to 29% in 2009.  However we should remember that in the
mid-nineties VFR visits accounted for just 20% of all visits, so its
importance has grown significantly.

Markets with particularly high proportions of VFR visits include: South
Africa (48%), New Zealand (46%), Canada (46%), Poland (45%), the UAE
(44%), Australia (42%), Hong Kong (40%), Malaysia (39%), and Ireland
(36%).

In 2009, 85% of VFR visitors stayed as a ‘free guest with friends or
relatives’ – they are not contributing significantly to the accommodation
sector of the industry.

On a related note, in 2009 British expatriates made up the largest
proportion of nationalities visiting the UK at 13%, followed by the French
(10%), Americans (9%), Germans (8%), and Irish (8%). 

Markets where British Expatriate visits are particularly prevalent are: UAE
(58%), Hong Kong (43%), Singapore (39%), Thailand (38%), Luxembourg
(30%), New Zealand (27%), Spain (27%), South Africa (25%), Switzerland
(23%) and Saudi Arabia (21%).

the study Market
Although long-term study is not counted in tourism statistics by IPS (only
2% of visits are for short-term study purposes), this can be an important
source market for VFR visits. 

According to UCAS figures, 56,791 foreign students were accepted into
UK universities for 2009 entry. The numbers accepted from each of the
following countries exceeded 2,000 in 2009; China, France, Ireland,
Hong Kong, Germany and Malaysia.

In 2008/09, 246,465 student visas were issued to overseas students
planning some form of education in the UK.

9) travel to Britain 
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Key Insights
• 2009�saw�a�5%�growth�in�holiday�visits�(driven�by

the�weakness�of�Sterling),�whilst�Business�visits�and
visits�to�friends�and�relatives�(VFR)�fell�by�19%�and
10%�respectively.��Despite�this�drop,�VFR�visits
accounted�for�29%�of�all�visits�in�2009�(compared�to
just�20%�in�the�mid-nineties).

• For�many�visitors,�and�potential�visitors,�London�‘is’
Britain.�In�2009,�50%�of�overnight�trips�to�Britain
involved�a�stay�in�London,�rising�to�65%�of�Holiday
visits.

• The�number�of�nights�visitors�stay�in�Britain�has
been�decreasing�over�the�years�due�to�the�increase
in�trips�taken�on�low�cost�carriers.��On�average,
visitors�stayed�9.5�nights�in�1993,�but�7.7�nights�in
2009.



the Business Market
In 2008, business visits were down by 8% on 2007 figures as businesses
cut back on travel due to the deteriorating economic climate, especially
in Oct-Dec when visits fell 25%.  This downward trend continued into
2009, with business visits falling by 19% to 6.6 million, contributing £3.7
billion in spend (also down 19%).

22% of overseas visitors were business visitors in 2009 (down from 28%
in 2006).  Business visits accounted for 22% of spending from overseas.

Markets where Business is clearly the dominant visit purpose are: Hungary
(45%) and Luxembourg (37%) (business visits from Hungary are dominated
by lorry drivers).

France was the country with the highest number of visitors travelling to
the UK for business (761,000), followed by Germany (668,000), the US
(625,000), Ireland (592,000) and the Netherlands (469,000).

Spending £674 million, the US was the top country for business spend
during 2009, followed by Germany (£303 million), the Irish Republic
(£237 million), France (£218 million), and Spain (£162 million).

On average, business visitors spend more per night (£137) than the
average visitor (£72), but this doesn’t translate into a big difference over
the whole visit (£560 per visit versus average £554).  They largely stay in
paid accommodation (68% in hotels / guesthouses versus average 46%).

Business trade fair/exhibition visits were down by 41% in 2009 (after
rising 15% in 2008), with corresponding spend down by 47% on 2008.
Conference/large meeting visits were down by 17%, with spend down
by 15% on 2008 figures (see chart below). It is impossible to estimate
from IPS the proportion of business travel that is incentive travel.

More on Independent Business travellers
In 2009, 83% of business visits were independent (i.e. not part of a
business event or large meeting / conference); but how can we tap the
non-discretionary market?

If we can get communications into their hands (essentially a distribution
strategy e.g. business lounges, HQ Intranets / lobbies etc), then
independent business travellers (IBTs) can contribute to leisure tourism by:
• Extending their trip
• Engaging in leisure activity during the trip (according to IPS questions,

just under a third take part in some other activity - see section 11 for
more details about activities).

• Bringing partners / family (according to IPS questions in 2007, only 3%
brought a spouse or partner along and 1% brought children so the
opportunity to grow this market is large!)

• Returning with partners / family for holidays / short breaks in the future
• Acting as ambassadors / advocates for the destination .

Visitors�with�a�'Miscellaneous'�Journey�Purpose

In 2009 2.6 million overseas visitors to Britain had a journey purpose that
was classified as 'Miscellaneous'.  This represents nearly 9% of all visits.
One-in-three of these visits was in fact for 'overnight transit' while
travelling to somewhere other than the UK.  Around 600,000, or one-in-
four, visits with a 'miscellaneous' purpose were in fact to 'watch sport',
while almost 400,000 were primarily for 'personal shopping'.

45

9) travel to Britain (continued)

Business Visitors Britain Inbound Visits 2009 (000) Business Visits (%) spend 2009 (£m) Business spend (%)

Trade Fair / Exhibition 193 3% 147 4%

Conference / Large Meeting 926 14% 691 19%

Other Business 5459 83% 2849 77%

All Business Visits 6579 100% 3686 100%

Business Visitors Britain Inbound AeV (£) AeD (£) ALs (nights)

Trade Fair / Exhibition 760 204 3.7

Conference / Large Meeting 746 184 4.0

Other Business 522 127 4.1

All Business Visits 560 137 4.1
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Regional spread / top towns
In 2009 (IPS), 90% of overseas visitors stayed in England, 50% in London,
9% in Scotland and 4% in Wales.

Top Towns for overseas visitors in 2009 were: 

Only 18% of staying overseas holiday visitors (and 16% of staying visitors
overall) to the UK stayed in more than one town during their visit in 2009
(and one is likely to have been London).

In absolute terms, London had 11 times the number of the visitors to
Edinburgh, 18 times the number to Manchester, 20 times the number to
Birmingham and 23 times the number to Glasgow.

CAUTION: IPS does NOT survey all ports of departure – e.g. Liverpool
and Prestwick were only added in 2005. Therefore London-centricity
may be over-estimated, although the spread of locations is increasing,
with Bournemouth and Doncaster amongst recent additions.
CAUTION: IPS regional data must be interpreted with caution (especially
outside of London). There can be large margins of error, making it
difficult to talk realistically about growth of regional cities.

Although sources / measurements vary, Britain does appear
weaker on regional spread outside the prime city versus key
competitors.  48% of visitors to UK in 2006 spent time in London,
compared with 12% of visitors to France who spent time in Paris, 
14% to USA in New York and 10% to Germany in Berlin.

Regional Perceptions 
Perceptually, Britain remains London-centric – borne out in past and recent
qualitative research. Even today, for many people, Britain is STILL perceived
as LONDON versus THE COUNTRY / OTHER, and for the average
American in particular, Britain = London. This effect will be far greater in
emerging markets if our top inbound markets hold this perception.

London dominates perceptions and is considered a different entity to Britain
overall. There is little appreciation beyond London of a ‘modern Britain’.

LONDON is perceived in terms of tradition and heritage, things to do,
diversity and melting pot, and atmosphere and ambience. Another great
strength is as a ‘city of contrasts’. The OTHER is rolling hills, not very
populated, old-fashioned, picturesque, steeped in history and tradition,
and might include Bath, Stratford, Oxford / Cambridge and Edinburgh.

In the Anholt-GMI Nation Brands Index Wave 3 2006, we asked 1000
participants in each of 35 countries worldwide how well they felt they
knew the regions of Britain – giving a score of 1-7 and taking into
account any of the ways they had learned or heard about each region. 
1 = never heard of the region and 7 = know the region very well. The
majority of respondents had NOT visited Britain but the pattern of
knowledge is the same regardless of whether they had visited or not
(although perceived knowledge of all regions does increase).

Stated knowledge of London by non-UK respondents is significantly
greater than that of any other region (including the concept of Britain
itself) and Wales is the least well known. However, UK respondents felt
they knew Britain overall the best, with England outside of London
coming second and London third.

9) travel to Britain (continued)

Visitors from all
countries

totAL enGLAnD 90%

*LonDon 50%

*Rest oF enGLAnD 46%

ENGLAND'S NORTH COUNTRY 12%

CENTRAL ENGLAND 16%

SOUTHERN ENGLAND 22%

sCotLAnD 9%

  WALes 4%

1 London 14,211,000 visits

2 edinburgh 1,324,000 visits

3 Manchester 800,000 visits

4 Birmingham 709,000 visits

5 Glasgow 623,000 visits

% of International Visits to City, 2006

Prague 58% Vienna 16%

London 48% New York 14%

Amsterdam 36% Paris 12%

Stockholm 31% Berlin 10%

(Various NTO statistical sources; TOURMIS, UNWTO)
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Length of stay

In 2009, short breaks (1-3 nights) accounted for 42% of visits to the UK.
A further 30% of overseas visits were for 4-7 nights, leaving less than one
quarter staying 8 nights plus.

This pattern has been stable for a few years now - the big march towards
the short-break having begun back in the very late 1990s with the
coming of the Low Cost Carrier. 

58% of Business visitors stay for 1-3 nights and 14% don’t stay overnight
at all - together making up almost three-quarters of Business visits.

VFR visitors stay the longest - only 28% are having short breaks of 1-3
nights. Holiday visits are equally likely to be short breaks of 1-3 nights
(38%) or 4-7 nights (38%).

seasonal spread

In 2009, 56% of overseas visitors visited the UK in April-September (29%
in the core summer Jul-Sept, and 27% in spring Apr-Jun). 

January-March is normally the least popular time to visit the UK, and
visits at this time were particularly affected in 2009 by the economic
downturn meaning that they made up just 21% of the total number of
visits made throughout the year.

Markets which show a particular preference for high summer (Jul-Sept)
are: Argentina (43%), South Korea (42%), Saudi Arabia (42%), Hong
Kong (42%), New Zealand (41%), China (40%), Australia (38%), Brazil
(37%), UAE (37%), Mexico (37%), Canada (36%), India (36%), Czech
Republic (35%), the USA (35%) and Japan (35%). 

62% of Holiday visits took place April-September (33% in summer, 29% in
spring). Business and VFR markets tend to be more seasonally spread.

Short break visits (1-3 nights) are more evenly seasonally spread than
long stays that tend to take place during the core summer months. 42%
of visits lasting 15 nights or more, take place July-September.  For 8-14
night stays the figure is 39%.

Accommodation type
In 2009, hotels/guesthouses were the most popular type of
accommodation for overseas visitors to UK – 46% stayed in this type of
accommodation, accounting for 24% of all nights. 

The majority of business (68%) and holiday (59%) visitors stayed at a
hotel or guesthouse. There is obviously some holiday/VFR crossover in
the market, with a quarter of holiday visitors staying as a free guest with
family or friends.

40% of overseas visitors stayed as a free guest with relatives/friends,
which represented 49% of all nights spent in the UK (a result of the fact
that VFR visitors stay longer in the UK). 85% of VFR visitors were free
guests in 2009.

Visiting the UK as part of a multi-country trip
In 2007, a question was included on the IPS to understand whether
visitors to the UK had stayed a night in another country before or after
coming to the UK.  The results are shown in the table below, with 81%
visiting the UK only on this trip.

Residents of countries that have longer/more complicated journeys are
most likely to stay a night in another country either before or after
coming to the UK.  This might be simply to break up a long journey, or
else to tour a few European countries.  Australians were least likely to
visit only the UK on their trip (30%), followed by New Zealanders (32%),
Mexicans (39%), Koreans (40%), Argentinians (40%), and Brazilians
(41%).  Most European visitors were very likely to only stay in the UK.

9) travel to Britain (continued)

total World visitors

Visited UK only 81%

Visited another country before the UK 5%

Visited another country after the UK 7%

Visited another country before & after the UK 7%
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Demographics (IPs)

Overall in 2009, 56% of visitors were male and 44% female. 80% of
Business visitors are male. VFR visits are slightly skewed towards females
(55%), and Holiday visits an even split. 44% of all overseas visitors were
aged 25-44 in 2009. This rises to 60% of Business visitors, over one third
(37%) of whom are aged 35-44.  25-34 year olds account for 21% of
Holiday visits and 22% of VFR visits - the largest single proportion. 58%
of study visits are from 16-24 year olds.

travelling Companions (IPs)
In the IPS 2009, we asked visitors to tell us more about their travelling
companions. We asked who accompanied them on their visit, excluding
UK residents they may have visited during the trip. The chart below
shows the percentage of visits which included each category of travel
companion (multiple responses allowed as the categories are NOT
mutually exclusive). 

CAUTION: The results do need to be treated with some caution, as even
if a respondent says they are travelling with “Spouse/Partner” and
“Child(ren) aged 5-11”, we don’t know from this how many children
were in the group, or even that the children were those of the
respondent (e.g. they could be grandchildren, nieces / nephews, or
even no blood relation at all)...

Key travelling Group types (IPs)
To overcome the fact that a mix of different travel companions could be
in each group, five mutually exclusive “group types” have been created.
Overall, the proportion of visitors in each type are as follows:

Overall, travelling alone to UK was the likely scenario for 2 in 5 overseas
visitors. Almost 1 in 4 were travelling with other adults (no children) and
1 in 5 with a spouse / partner (no children).

Only 8% of the inbound market to UK (and 11% of the Holiday market)
comprises a “traditional family” unit of spouse / partner plus children.

68% of Business and 44% of VFR visitors travelled alone. Holiday visitors
were less likely to be unaccompanied (only 16% in 2009). These were
most likely travelling with other adults (29%) or their spouse / partner
(29%) but no children.

1st timers and Repeat Visitors
In 2009, 78% of overseas visitors had visited the UK previously (in the last
ten years), compared with 77% in 2004.

Repeat holiday visitors are bigger spenders in the UK. In 2009, average
spend per visit was £77 higher for repeaters compared with 1st timers.

Decision to travel Lead times
In 2005, we asked IPS respondents, “How long before you arrived in the
UK did you make the decision to come to the UK?” 

80% of respondents gave a definite answer to the question, the
remaining 20% either did not answer or answered ‘don’t know’.

About one-third of inbound visitors made a firm decision more than one
month, but less than three months before travel, with one-in-four visitors
deciding between one week and one month ahead of arrival in Britain. 

If we add in those visitors whose decision to travel was even less than a
week before arrival we see that a substantial majority of our 30 million
inbound visitors in 2005 (69%) made a firm commitment to visit less than
three months before travelling. Looking at the relationship between
travel lead times and length of stay in UK, we find that the biggest share
of all inbound visits tends to be those with duration of one to three nights
and with a decision lead time of between one week and three months.

10) the ‘average’ Overseas Visitor

Male % Female %

0-15 7 5

16-24 16 10

25-34 23 21

35-44 19 25

45-54 17 21

55-64 13 12

65+ 7 6
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Traditional Family Of Spouse / Partner & Children 8%

Spouse / Partner But No Children In Travel Group 21%

Children In Group But No Spouse / Partner 9%

not Alone, But no Children or Partner In Group 24%

travelling Alone 38%

% of  Visits

Day of/day before departure 2

2 days, less than a week 9

1 week, less than a month 26

1 month, less than 3 months 32

3 months, less than 6 months 16

6 months, less than a year 10

1 year or more 5
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Key Insights
•Due�to�the�aging�population�of�key�inbound�markets,
the�proportion�of�visitors�to�Britain�aged�55+�is
steadily�increasing�whilst�the�proportion�aged�under
25�is�steadily�decreasing.

• Almost�2�in�5�visits�to�Britain�are�made�by�people
travelling�on�their�own,�although�this�is�most�common
amongst�Business�visitors.��Holiday�visitors�usually
travel�with�their�spouse/partner�or�other�adults.

•Repeat�holiday�visitors�spent�£77�more�per�visit
compared�with�first�timers.
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What did Visitors actually do during their visit to the
UK?
In the IPS 2006, 2007, and 2008 visitors were asked if they had taken part
in certain activities during their visit to UK. The chart below shows the
percentage of visitors across all of the UK’s world markets (i.e. the
average overseas visitor to Britain) who said they did each of the listed
activities.

Food & Drink

Perhaps unsurprisingly, the most common activity undertaken by visitors
is eating in restaurants (61%), but a significant proportion of visitors went
to the pub (40%).  Looking at the nations with the highest propensity to
go to the pub, the top ten is dominated by nations with a high level of
English and a broadly similar culture to Britain.  With a long average
length of stay in the UK, New Zealanders (68%) and Australians (64%) are
most likely to stumble into (or out of) a pub, followed by Sweden (53%),
Canada (52%), South Africa (52%), Finland (51%), Norway (49%), the
USA (48%), and Iceland (45%).  However, it is important to remember
that the pub is not popular with every nation, often for cultural or
religious reasons.  Only 9% of visitors from Pakistan went to the pub, 15%
Saudi Arabia, 16% from Egypt, and 16% from India.

Visitors from English-speaking nations are understandably most likely to
socialise with the locals when in Britain, with 64% of visitors from New
Zealand, Australia (59%), Canada (46%), and South Africa (45%) doing
so.  Visitors from South Korea (10%), Japan (19%), and Egypt (19%) are
least likely.

Shopping

Shopping for clothes/accessories (45%) or for souvenirs (34%) is another
popular activity for visitors.  As discussed in the holiday section of this
chapter below, shopping for clothes/accessories is particularly popular
amongst visitors from the Gulf region.  Malaysians (58%), Finns (53%),
and Brazilians (49%) were most likely to buy souvenirs to take home,
whilst visitors from Ireland (22%) and Switzerland (27%) were least likely.

Heritage

Visiting castles, churches, monuments or historic houses was an activity
enjoyed by three out of every ten visitors in 2006.  Argentineans are
most likely to do this (56%), and so were other Latin American nations
such as Brazil (44%) and Mexico (50%).  Visitors from New Zealand
(52%), Australia (50%), the USA (43%), and Canada (42%) were also likely
to take in Britain’s built heritage.35% of visitors went to see a famous
buildings/monuments in 2008.  Again, sightseeing was most popular
with visitors from Latin America and long-haul English speaking markets.

Again, Argentineans had the highest likelihood of visiting museums/art
galleries (54%), followed by Mexico (46%), South Korea (43%), and Brazil
(41%).  Overall 23% of all visitors from overseas went to a museum/art
gallery in 2006.

Rural Activities

14% of visitors said they visited the coastline or countryside in 2006.
With such a long way to travel to the UK, Australians and New
Zealanders are often keen to see multiple regions of the UK, and they are
indeed more likely than others to visit coastline/countryside (33% and
35% did so respectively).  Visitors from Canada (26%) and South Africa
(24%) are the next most likely.

A slightly higher proportion of visitors (20%) reported they walked in the
countryside in 2007, possibly reflecting a quicker trip to the countryside,

11) activities Undertaken in the UK
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Key Insights
•Shopping�is�a�popular�activity�for�many�visitors,
regardless�of�their�reasons�for�visiting�Britain.��45%
of�all�visitors�shopped�for�clothes/accessories�on
their�trip.

•Britain’s�pubs�are�a�haven�for�international�visitors
as�well�as�UK�residents.��Four�out�of�ten�visitors
from�overseas�went�to�the�pub,�especially�those
from�countries�where�English�is�the�main�language
or�commonly�spoken.

•Taking�in�Britain’s�built�heritage�is�a�key�draw�for
holiday�visits,�with�over�half�of�holiday�visitors�going
to�castles,�churches,�monuments,�or�historic�houses.
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11) activities Undertaken in the UK (continued)
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that doesn’t constitute a ‘visit’. 22% of visitors explored towns, villages,
and other locations away from where they were staying.  Again
Australians (44%) and New Zealanders (44%) were most likely to do this,
followed by visitors from South Africa (42%), Canada (39%), Malaysia
(35%), the USA (31%), and India (29%).  Going on a guided tour may
have been a popular way to do this (undertaken by 12% of visitors).
Visitors from India (30%), Mexico (30%), New Zealand (27%), Canada
(25%), and Australia (24%) were most likely to go on a guided tour,
although we should bear in mind that a guided tour may or may not
always involve travel.

For those not managing to visit rural Britain, our parks/gardens offer an
escape from city life, and 24% of all visitors visited them.

Evening Entertainment

One in ten visitors went to see Britain’s performing arts, with visitors from
Brazil (22%), South Africa (19%), New Zealand (19%), Denmark (19%),
the USA (19%), and Australia (18%) most likely to go.

Nightclubs are another popular option in the evening for some visitors.
9% of all visitors went to nightclubs, but this rose to 25% amongst 16-24s.
Living up to their reputation, Brazilian visitors were most likely to go to
nightclubs (18%), followed by visitors from Greece (15%), Norway (14%),
and the Czech Republic (14%).

Sports Activities

11% of visitors said they took part in sports activities when they came to
the UK in 2006.  Visitors from New Zealand (29%), Canada (25%),
Australia (23%) and the USA (22%) were most likely to take part in these
sorts of activities, followed by the Netherlands (19%) and Sweden (19%).

As well as taking part in sports, watching sports is also important for
some visitors.  5% of visitors watched sport in the UK in 2006, and much
of this is dominated by visitors watching football (4%).  Visitors from
Norway (14%) and Ireland (9%) are most likely to watch a football game.

Niche Activities

Some activities can clearly be classed as niche, so any marketing of these
would need to be very clearly targeted to the appropriate audience.
Visiting literary, music, TV or film locations (2% of visitors), visiting
spas/beauty centres (2%), playing golf (1%), researching ancestry (1%),
and cycling (1%) are examples of this.

The following pages show the proportion of Holiday, VFR, and Business
visitors undertaking each activity, to give a more complete understanding
of what each get up to when they visit the UK.  For more information on
different activities visit the Activities page of our website.
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http://www.visitbritain.org/insightsandstatistics/inboundvisitorstatistics/aboutvisitors/activities.aspx
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What did Holiday Visitors actually do 
during their visit to the UK?
In the IPS 2006, 2007, and 2008 visitors were asked if they had taken part
in certain activities during their visit to UK. The chart below shows the
percentage of holiday visitors across all of the UK’s world markets (i.e.
the average overseas visitor to Britain) who said they did each of the
listed activities.

Food & Drink

The most common activity for holiday visitors was going to restaurants
(70% did so).  Of holiday visitors, Swedes (88%), Danes (87%), and Finns
(86%) have the highest propensity to make their way to a restaurant.
Showing less appreciation for restaurants in the UK are the Japanese
(60%), Italians (60%), French (57%), Poles (54%), and South Koreans
(42%).  As many South Koreans visit Britain as part of a tour group,
restaurant meals may not be on the agenda for many.

As an alternative, 46% of holiday visitors went to a pub.  80% of holiday
visitors from New Zealand and 69% from Australia did so, with holiday
visitors from Canada (60%), Finland (60%), Ireland (58%), Sweden (58%),
South Africa (58%), Switzerland (58%), the USA (56%), Norway (56%),
and Denmark (55%) also having the highest propensities to grab a
cheeky pint.

Shopping

60% of visitors shopped for clothes/accessories whilst on holiday.
Holiday visitors from the Gulf region have the highest propensity to hit
the UK’s shops for clothes/accessories.  72% of visitors from the UAE did
so in 2007, whilst holiday visitors from Saudi Arabia (80%) and other Gulf
states (81%) were even more likely.  Other holiday visitors likely to shop
for clothes/accessories include Greece (76%), Finland (73%), New
Zealand (70%), and Brazil (70%).

Shopping for souvenirs was undertaken by 53% of holiday visitors in
2008, with visitors from Finland (65%) and Canada (63%) most likely to
do so.

Heritage

Britain’s heritage is renowned, and a key draw for holiday visits, so it is
no surprise to discover that 54% of holiday visitors visited castles,
churches, monuments or historic houses in 2006.   Argentineans are
most likely to do this (84%), followed by fellow Latin Americans Mexico
(69%).  Holiday visitors from long-haul English speaking markets such as
New Zealand (64%), Australia (64%), the USA (67%), and Canada (67%)
were also likely to take in Britain’s built heritage.  Short-haul holiday
visitors also get in on the act too, with 64% of holiday visitors from
Germany and 62% from France doing so.

59% of holiday visitors went sightseeing to famous buildings/monuments
in 2008.  Again, this activity was most popular with visitors from both
short-haul and long-haul markets.

41% of holiday visitors from overseas went to a museum/art gallery in
2006.  There’s a fair amount of variation between markets as to how
likely they are to visit museums/galleries when in Britain, with 60% of
holiday visitors from Russia, 56% from Mexico, 54% from South Korea,
and 54% from the USA taking in Britain’s museums.  This contrasts with
14% of holiday visitors from Ireland and 22% from the UAE.

Rural Activities

21% of holiday visitors said they visited the coastline or countryside in
2006.  In general, holiday visitors from long-haul markets are more likely
to take the time to visit rural locations.  Australians and New Zealanders
are often keen to see multiple regions of the UK, and they are indeed
more likely than others to visit coastline/countryside (37% and 38% did
so respectively).  Visitors from Canada (35%) are the next most likely.

11) activities Undertaken in the UK (continued)
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Although many short-haul markets are less likely to visit
coastline/countryside (Poland 11%, Italy 12%, Spain 13%, Ireland 13%),
there are some exceptions; 31% of holiday visitors from the Netherlands
and 27% from Germany were inspired to visit coast/country.

A slightly higher proportion of holiday visitors (26%) reported they
walked in the countryside in 2007, possibly reflecting a quicker trip to the
countryside, that doesn’t constitute a ‘visit’.

One third of holiday visitors explored towns, villages, and other locations
away from where they were staying.  Holiday visitors from long-haul
English speaking markets were most likely to do this, with Australia
(53%), Canada (51%), South Africa (50%), the USA (47%) and New
Zealand (47%) the most likely to explore these sorts of places.  Going on
a guided tour may have been a popular way to do this (undertaken by
24% of holiday visitors).

Britain’s parks/gardens offer an alternative to the hustle and bustle of city
life, and a hefty 41% of holiday visitors visited them.

Evening Entertainment

18% of holiday visitors went to see Britain’s performing arts, with visitors
from Israel (42%), Greece (34%), Singapore (33%), Denmark (33%), the
USA (30%), Malaysia (29%), and South Africa (28%) most likely to go.

Nightclubs are another popular option in the evening for some visitors.
10% of holiday visitors went to nightclubs.  Living up to their reputation,
holidaying Brazilian visitors were most likely to go to nightclubs (21%),
followed by visitors from Greece (20%), Ireland (18%), New Zealand
(18%) and Switzerland (17%).

Sports Activities

16% of holiday visitors said they took part in sports activities when they
came to the UK in 2006.  As well as taking part in sports, watching sports
is also important for some visitors.  However, only around a quarter of
those who watched a sporting event were on holiday, with a further
quarter doing so having a ‘miscellaneous’ journey purpose – and we can
surmise that coming to see the event was probably the motivating factor
for visiting Britain.

The story was similar when looking at watching football matches
specifically; 36% of viewers from overseas had a ‘miscellaneous’ journey
purpose, 26% were on Holiday, and 27% were Visiting Friends and
Relatives.  

Niche Activities

Some activities can clearly be classed as niche, so any marketing of these
would need to be very clearly targeted to the appropriate audience.
Visiting literary, music, TV or film locations (3% of visitors), visiting
spas/beauty centres (2%), playing golf (2%), researching ancestry (2%),
and cycling (2%) are examples of this. 
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What did VFR Visitors actually do 
during their visit to the UK?
In the IPS 2006, 2007, and 2008 visitors were asked if they had taken part
in certain activities during their visit to UK. The chart below shows the
percentage of VFR visitors across all of the UK’s world markets (i.e. the
average overseas visitor to Britain) who said they did each of the listed
activities.

Although by its very definition the main journey purpose of VFR visitors
is to visit friends and relatives, many take part in ‘traditional tourism
activities’ when in the UK, and some visitors ‘extend’ their visit with a
holiday component.  Additionally, it is likely that their hosts also take part
in activities (possibly acting as a tour guide), so we should not overlook
the tourism element of VFR visits.  Indeed, VFR visitors are even more
likely than Holiday visitors to participate in certain activities.

Food & Drink

The most common activity for VFR visitors was going to restaurants (62%
did so).  As an alternative, 48% of VFR visitors went to a pub, a higher
proportion than holiday visitors (46%).

Shopping

Over half of VFR visitors shopped for clothes/accessories whilst in the
UK (55%).  Shopping for souvenirs was a slightly lower priority (32%).  

Heritage

Whilst not participating as often as holiday visitors in heritage-related
activities, a significant proportion of VFR visitors do take part in these
traditional tourism activities; 31% went sightseeing famous
buildings/monuments and 27% visited castles, churches, monuments, or
historic houses.  Museums/art galleries were also quite popular (19%).

Rural Activities

Rural activities were also fairly common amongst VFR visitors.  19% said
they visited the coastline or countryside in 2006.  A higher proportion
(28%) reported they walked in the countryside in 2007, possibly
reflecting a quicker trip to the countryside, that doesn’t constitute a
‘visit’.

23% of VFR visitors explored towns, villages, and other locations away
from where they were staying.  A small proportion of VFR visitors may
have done this whilst going on a guided tour (undertaken by 7% of VFR
visitors).

Britain’s parks/gardens offer an alternative to the hustle and bustle of city
life, and almost a quarter (24%) of VFR visitors visited them.

Evening Entertainment

10% of VFR visitors went to nightclubs.  Britain’s performing arts were
another popular option for some VFR visitors, with 9% managing to get to
the theatre, ballet, opera, or a concert.

Sports Activities

13% of VFR visitors said they took part in sports activities when they
came to the UK in 2006.  5% of VFR visitors watched a sporting event in
2006 and 3% got tickets for a football match in 2007.  

Niche Activities

Visiting literary, music, TV or film locations (3%), visiting spas/beauty
centres (3%), playing golf (2%), researching ancestry (2%), and cycling
(2%) were undertaken by a small proportion of VFR visitors.

11) activities Undertaken in the UK (continued)
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What did Business Visitors actually do 
during their visit to the UK?
In the IPS 2006, 2007, and 2008 visitors were asked if they had taken part
in certain activities during their visit to UK. The chart below shows the
percentage of business visitors across all of the UK’s world markets (i.e.
the average overseas visitor to Britain) who said they did each of the
listed activities.

Understandably, business visitors take part in far fewer activities than
holiday or VFR visitors.  Apart from the most common activities
(predictably involving food and drink), some find the time to participate
in further activities, and some business visitors, especially from long-haul
markets, manage to extend their trip by a day or two (maybe more) for
leisure purposes.

Food & Drink

Just under half of business visitors went to a restaurant when they came
to the UK (49%), whilst a quarter went to a pub.

Shopping

17% shopped for clothes/accessories whilst in the UK and 14% shopped
for souvenirs to take home.  It is unclear whether the majority of this
shopping took place on the high street or in duty free.

Heritage

Some business visitors found the time to participate in heritage-related
activities; 12% went sightseeing to famous buildings/monuments and 8%
visited castles, churches, monuments, or historic houses.  7% went to
museums/art galleries.

Rural Activities

Not many business visitors get the chance to visit Britain’s
coast/countryside (3%), although a slightly higher proportion (5%)
reported they walked in the countryside, possibly reflecting a quicker trip
to the countryside, that doesn’t constitute a ‘visit’.

7% explored towns, villages, and other locations away from where they
were staying.  A small proportion of business visitors may have done this
whilst going on a guided tour (undertaken by 4% of Business visitors).

Britain’s parks/gardens offer an alternative to the hustle and bustle of city
life, and 6% of business visitors visited them.

Evening Entertainment

4% of business visitors went to nightclubs, although it is unclear how
many had work the next day!  Almost as many (3%) took the slightly
more relaxed option of going to the theatre, ballet, opera, or a concert.

Other Activities

3% took part in learning activities and 3% in sports activities.  Apart from
visiting a tourist information centre (3%), all other activities were
undertaken by 1% or fewer business visitors.

11) activities Undertaken in the UK (continued)
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12) Market intelligence at VisitBritain

VisitBritain’s Market Intelligence 
One of VisitBritain’s main responsibilities is the provision of insights;
connecting the trade, media and decision makers with the latest tourism
market intelligence.  Together with our network of overseas offices we
are able to provide a dual prong of market intelligence to the tourism
trade, centrally and from our global on-territory presence.

Our diverse range of market intelligence is made available through
www.visitbritain.org/research and includes:

• Market and Trade Profiles for each market in which VisitBritain has a
presence

• The latest inbound visitor statistics
• Trends Update, a two-page summary of factors shaping current

tourism trends
• Tourism Trends Quarterly, our digest of the latest survey information

alongside an analysis of the factors that underpin the trends
• Foresight, our monthly commentary on significant issues within the

inbound tourism sector
• Topic Profiles covering subjects including Welcome and Culture and

Heritage
• Quarterly Market Insight updates on developments, consumer

perceptions and travel trends in each market where we have a
presence

In addition to ‘reports’ our range of market intelligence includes
numerous data ‘tools’ that allow access to information in an interactive
format, providing ready-made tables and charts.  These tools focus
heavily on data taken from the Office for National Statistics International
Passenger Survey, but also encompass the very latest exchange rate
trends, economic and demographic projections for countries around the
world and much more.

A dedicated page on our website enables you to discover, at a glance,
which statistics and reports have most recently been updated,
www.visitbritain.org/insightsandstatistics/latestinsights/index.aspx and
you can now follow us on twitter: @VisitBritainBiz.

Working in Partnership with VisitBritain
There are many ways of working in partnership with VisitBritain.  In

agreement with our strategic partners – VisitScotland, Visit Wales,

VisitEngland and Visit London, we operate the Overseas Network as a

platform for the five brands and will continue to deliver the following

activity in all these markets on behalf of these brands and the travel

industry.

In all of our markets of operation we provide a marketing service to the

tourism industry.

• Gathering and disseminating the latest market intelligence and insights
• Developing and maintaining relationships with the media and the

leisure and business tourism travel trade
•Providing targeted online travel and tourism information

For more details on these and other diverse opportunities in markets of

interest to you, please visit our UK Industry Website and read our

worldwide marketing prospectus, or contact your VisitBritain

representative in London or overseas.

Americas: Jordan.Hewitt@visitbritain.org

Asia: Louise.Bryce@visitbritain.org

Europe: Nikki.Buckley@vistibritain.org

www.visitbritain.org

Information sources Used to Compile this Report
International Passenger Survey figures (IPS) (Office for National
Statistics). IPS figures used relate to visits by residents of these countries,
in some cases high proportions are UK nationals (British expatriates).

NB: Data from International Passenger Survey has been made available
by the Office for National Statistics and has been used by permission.
The ONS do not bear any responsibility for the analysis or interpretation
of the data reported here.

• Anholt-GMI Nation Brands Index 2006-2007
• Anholt-GfK Nation Brands Index 2008 & 2009
• IMF / Economist / US Census Bureau
• CIA World Fact Book 
• Tourism Decision Metrics
• UNWTO (World Tourism Organisation)
• FCO (Foreign & Commonwealth Office)
• UCAS (Universities and Colleges Admissions Service) 
• ETC (European Travel Commission) and ETC New Media Trendwatch 
• Internet World Stats 2010  
• Trendspotting agencies / Market Research agencies: RDSI,

Trendwatching.com, Your Future (London), Eye for Travel, Future
Foundation, Henley Centre, Ledbury Research, NOP, Synovate,
Flamingo International

• BBC.co.uk, and other Internet sources
• www.visitbritain.org/research
• VisitBritain primary market research studies (qualitative and

quantitative)
• Oxford Economics Brief 2010
• UKVisas
• Capstats.com
• US Census Bureau
• Bank of England
• Mintel
• Green Light
• eMarketer
• VisitBritain Culture and Heritage Topic Profile
• VisitBritain Welcome Topic Profile
• CAA statistics
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appendix: 2009 Visitor statistics by Market (iPs)
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visitbritain.org/research

Follow us on Twitter: @VisitBritainBiz


